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*vK p Interactions at- 10 GeV/c
and

Polly - A Film Measuring Machine.
John W.P. McCormick,B.£>c.

This thesis contains the work of the author on an experiment 
to study the interactions of positive K-mesons with protons 
at an incident laboratory momentum of 10 GeV/c. It also includes 
a description of the author’s work in implementing a computer 
controlled bubble chamber film measuring device, Polly, at Glasgow 
University,

A brief survey of current theoretical ideas relevant to 
the following work on high energy physics is given in Chapter I. 
Chapter II describes the experiment, which was a Birmingham- 
Glasgow-Oxford collaboration using the C.E.R.N. Proton Synchrotron 
and 2 metre hydrogen bubble chamber. The Glasgow/ bubble chamber 
group system of analysis programmes is summarised, and the 
measurement and analysis of the events in which six charged 
particles w/ere produced is described.

The results of a spin-parity analysis of the I--? low mass 
baryon system formed in four prong events are shown in Chapter 
III, These indicate that spin-parities 3/2 and 5/2 states are 
present, but no evidence for states with a A( 1236)TT decay 
mode was obtained.

Chapter IV is based on the observation of an 1=3/2 baryon
presonance at 1.9 GeV/c~ in the four and five bod,y final states.



The branching ratios of this resonance are evaluated, and are 

compared with results obtained from other experiments.
The theory of single particle momentum distributions has 

received attention recently: the momentum distributions for negative 
pions and neutral kaons produced in the experiment are presented in 
Chapter V, and compared with published data at different beam 
momenta. The results indicate that the scaling behaviour of the 
centre-of-mass longitudinal momentum with centre-of-mass energy 
is not observed in K+p interactions at around 10 GeV/c incident 
momentum, although further data from other experiments will be 
required before this can be definitely established.

The remaining two chapters deal with the aspects of the 
computer controlled film measuring device, Polly, which have 
concerned the author. The extraction of bubble density information 
from the Polly data is treated in depth, and, although at the 
time of writing Polly had not reached the production stage, 
the predictions of the derived equations are shown to agree with 
the Polly data available.

The appendix to this thesis explains the amplitude terms used 
in the analysis in Chapter III.



Preface

This thesis falls into two parts, the first of which 
(Chapters I—V) contains a description of the author’s work 
on inelastic interactions of positive kaons with protons at 
an incident laboratory momentum of 10 GeV/c. The second part 

of the thesis (Chapters VI and VII) gives an account of the 
author’s work on the development of a computer controlled 
film measuring machine, Polly.

In Chapter I there is an outline of current theoretical 

ideas of relevance to the analysis which follows.
Chapter II describes the film measuring, data handling, 

and analysis, and also contains an account of the author’s 
work in measuring and analysing the six prong events.

The 1=4 N resonances which are observed in the four body 

final states are discussed in Chapter III, Details of a spin- 
parity analysis carried out by the author are included in this 

chapter.
Chapter IV describes the / \ ( 1900) resonance which i

seen in four and five body final states. Branching ratios, and 

mass and width are obtained for this resonance.
Recently, much interest has been shown by theorists in 

single particle distributions. The author carried out an 
analysis of the momentum spectrum of particles in the common 
10 GeV/c reactions, with from two to seven particles in the 
final state, and of the single particle distributions of 
negative pions and uncharged kaons. This work is included 
in Chapter V. Comparisons with other experiments indicate



that more data will be required before the validity of 
the limiting fragmentation ideas referred to in Chapter I 

can be established. Chapters III, IV, and V are solely the 
work of the author.

Chapter VI consists of a brief description of some 
measuring machines, including Polly, which is currently 
comissioned at Glasgow. Those aspects of the Polly design 
which were the responsibility of the author are described 

in some detail.
Pinally, in Chapter VII, the important subject of 

extracting bubble density information from the Polly 
measurements is discussed, and a formula is derived by the 

author, and is compared with data.
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Introduction

I • Introduction
To search for a theoretical understanding of strong 

interactions, two approaches can be adopted. In the first of 
these reaction mechanisms can be investigated. The second 
approach consists of studying resonance properties. The two 
methods are complementary* any successful theory of strong 
interactions would explain the nature of the forces between 
elementary particles, as revealed by the first approach, and 
would account for the existence of the known particles and 
resonances* The theoretical models which have gained some 
success in describing high energy phenomena are reviewed 
briefly in this chapter.

I*2
The equivalence of neutrons and protons in strong : 

interactions within nuclei led to the concept of these two 
particles being different charge states within an isotoplG. 
spin doublet. Other strongly interacting particles subsequently 
found could also be grouped into isotopic spin multiplets, 
each of these multiplets forming an 8U^ group. The rules for 
combining isotopic spin states are the same as these for 
ordinary spin. The predictions of isotopic spin invariance of 
strong interactions have been confirmed, for example in pion- 
nucleon scattering and strong decay branching ratios of 

resonances.
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1.5 Sakata Model
The extension of the use of SU? to include strange 

particles led originally to the Sakata model (ref, 1.1).
All strongly interacting particles and resonances were postulated 
to be combinations of X, p, n, and their antiparticles. Mesonic 
states formed from pairs of the basic Sakatons occur in groups 
of 9, and reasonable agreement with the experimental situation 
was achieved. Difficulties arose in the description of the 
baryon spectrum. In the Sakata model, baryons consist of two 
Sakatons and one anti-Sakaton. Thus each group of baryons should 
consist of 27 states, including some for which there is no 

experimental evidence, e.g. S=l, B = 1 baryons. Another failing 
of the model was that L and^particles were treated as composite 
particles formed by combining the basic n, p, X states, yet 
no apparent physical reason existed for choosing the X  state 

as basic, in preference to the 1 or 5 • In addition, the 
assignment for the Z was incorrect.
1.4 SD3

Gell-Mann and Ne'eman (ref. 1.2) used the SU^ algebra
(ref. 1.5) to obtain a scheme which successfully classifies 

+■the i  baryons into octet structures, and the mesons
into singlet and octet structures (figure 1.1(a) illustrates

•4-the 1“ mesons), with the 5/2 baryons forming an SU^ decuplet.
The SU3 multiplet structures are characterised by the values 
of 2T (twice the isotopic spin) corresponding to the isotopic 

spin subset with highest hypercharge * say)} ■
and with lowest hypercharge ( 2 T ^ j ^ s a y ). Each
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multiplet contains particles of a given spin, parity, and 
baryon number,

algebra generates structures which are symmetrical 
under rotation through 120°. This leads to the concept of 
u-spin and v-spin, which in SU^ are analogous to I-spin, with 

the relative orientation of the I, u, and v axes as shown in 
figure 1.1(b), Particles lying perpendicular to the u-axis 
have the same electric charge, Q. When one member of a 
multiplet is found, SU^ predicts that all other members of 
the multiplet should exist. The discovery of the SX. after 
its mass and other properties had been predicted by the SU^ 
classification scheme was one of the major triumphs of the 
scheme. The proliferation of non-stranga baryon states found 

from phase shift analysis has introduced multiplets which 
have not been completely established. Work must be devoted 
to finding strange baryon candidates which will fill the 
vacancies in these multiplets.
1.5 Quark Model

The Quark model of Gell-Mann (ref 1.4) and Zweig gives a 

physical basis for the SU3 classification scheme. All mesons 
in the Quark model are composed of quark-antiquark pairs, and 
baryons are three quark systems. The properties of the quarks 
are shown in figure 1.4. The Quark model yields similar 
results for the mesons as the Sakata model, but for the 
baryons, the combination of three quarks results in a singlet, 
two octets, and one decuplet of possible states. This is in 
much better agreement with the baryon spectrum than the



r27-plets* of the Sakata model. Exotic states, with for 
example B ~ 1, S =  1, or doubly charged mesons, which could 

be accommodated in the SU^classification scheme, cannot be 
made up from three quarks, and therefore the quark model 

predicts that such states should not exist. Much effort has 
been devoted to searching for exotic states, but, although 
there have been reports supporting the existence of Z *s, it 
appears that at the moment insufficient evidence exists for 
the rejection of the Quark model. The physical existence of 
quarks has not yet been established. The quark mass does not 
appear in any predictive equation, and so is indeterminate.
This fact makes the experimental search for the quark more 
difficult.
1.6 SUj>

When the spin of the quarks was taken into account, by 
Sakita (ref. 1.6), he obtained a higher scheme, which classifie-

ptogether the SU^ multiplets corresponding to different J value 
Since the quarks have spin the qq meson states can have 
spinlparity 0 or 1 . The qqq baryon states can have spin i  

or 5/2. The basic baryon SU^ representation contains 6 , or 

216, states, since each quark of the qqq trio may be p,n or X 

and have spin up or down. The 216 states are composed of four 
subsets which contain, respectively, 20, 56, 70 and 70 states. 
(Higher spin baryons are also included in the SU^ scheme when 
the orbital angular momentum of the quark system is considered) 
The subset containing 56 states is shown in figure 1.1(c).
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Since the other subsets, containing 20, and 70 states, are 
not in evidence, it is assumed that only states for which the 
overall quark wave function is symmetric (ref. 1.7) (e.g. 56, 

1=0) can exist (ref. 1.8)^ while states which are not 
completely symmetric (70, L= 0, and 20, L - 0) cannot. The 

Roper resonance (N (1470)), and its SU3 partners which are 
not yet well establishedp lie outside the main sequence. It 
has been suggested that a radially excited system of quarks 
could account for these.
1.7 Regge Theory and Regge Trajectory Exchange

The Regge Pole hypothesis (ref. 1.9) predicts that groups

of particles with identical quantum numbers (apart from spin) 

should lie on smooth trajectories on a Chew-Prautschi plot of 

spin, J, against the square of the particle mass, M • Regge 
studied the solutions of the Schroedinger equation, for 

scattering in a Yukawa potential. The scattering amplitude 

can be expressed as:
Oo

f ( e ,  e) =  (zn.+ i) £(cose) f„(e) (i .i )

where the coefficient of the n'th Legendre Polynomial, PM (cos9); 
is a function of the energy, B,, Regge expressed the scattering 

amplitude in terms of the integral over the complex l~plane:

which has poles for integral values of 11•» giving the normal 
scattering amplitude (1*1). The poles of f(E,l)also contribute

o (fzj
to the integral: f(B,l) can be expressed f(e,
where o((B) is a Regge Pole trajectory. If at some energy Bn,
Re c< (e m ) — n,
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% { £ ~  = - 7:--------— ------------—  (1.5)
o( ( E n ) ( E „ -  E )  -  L

. . ct Pe ot(£)where c>4 [t) rr ----— ---

Thus for Im c^(Sn ) >0, the scattering amplitude contains a 

Breit-Wigner term with central energy En .

The resonance contribution to the scattering amplitude 
(ignoring the 'background1 from the ordinary partial waves) 
can be expressed in terms of the residues:

f (e , 9) = 1  f> (c)(-ms©; (1.4)v J 1 1 Si n(7T (.£)) <±ii£r

If it is assumed that the scattering amplitude can be analytically 
continued from the s-channel (see figure 1.2) to the t-channel, 
we obtain (letting t —> Oo with s small, and substituting 
cos©~l+ t/(s/2-2)->t)
F(i(t ) = z  (1.5)

1 Ŝ n.(Tr otUi))
Since we are considering 1tf large, F(s,t) is dominated by 
the trajectory with the highest value of o^(s). In the t-channel 
the scattering amplitude is determined by the exchange of the 
complete Regge trajectories corresponding to the O^(E) of equation 
(1.4). For example, the reaction

pn — ~7> 7T TT0

which would proceed predominantly via p-laeson formation at low 

energy (low s), is connected to the corresponding t-channel reactio

rr+a  — > .77 °p

at high energy (high t),where the Regge trajectory containing 

the p, A 2 etc. mesons, would be exchanged.



Although information on high mass, high spin resonances 

is poor, sufficient data exists to construct several Regge 
trajectories (see figure 1.3). Those trajectories which 
include two or more resonant states are parallel straight 
lines in the Chew-Frautschi plot.

In order to explain the diffractive production in certain 
reactions where the exchanged trajectory may have 'vacuum1 
quantum numbers, the Pomeron Trajectory was introduced. It has 
been known for some time that the total cross-section for 
certain reactions, e.g. (^(K^p), is almost constant with 
increasing energy, in the energy range where the Regge 
exchange model is applicable. Using the optical theorem (ref. 
1.10) which relates the total cross-section to the forward 
part of the elastic scattering amplitude (t=0), it can be 
shown that €>4^(0)—  1, since:

*  s ^ (0)- ,)7
ĉ .(0)= 1 gives a constant cross-section as energy increases. 

The Regge pole hypothesis has had considerable success in 
describing two body interactions at high energy: its 

extension to three particle production processes (double 
Regge exchange) also gives a reasonable description of the 
data,,in the kinematic regions in which it is applicable. It 
fails, however, to reproduce resonant production of particles. 
Its power as a classification scheme for particles will be 
increased if future data on high spin, high mass resonances,
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for example the S, T, and U mesons (ref. 1. 8 ) provides more 
reliable experimental points on the linear trajectories.
1.8 Other Models

Q-n)
The Chan, Loskiewicz, and Allison Model is basically an 

amplitude which gives multi-Regge behaviour at high energies, 
and phase space distributions for particle systems with low 
effective masses. However, at low energies, interactions are 
known to be dominated by resonance production, and any model 
consistent with duality (ref. 1.13) should give resonant 
behaviour in the low energy region. Neither the C.L.A. model, 
nor the Regge models have done this successfully.

Plahte and Roberts (ref. 1.14) modified the C.L.A. model 
to include two particle resonance information. Although these 
models have given good fits to a wide variety of data, they 
have been criticised for the large number of free parameters 
in the amplitudes, which reduce the predictive value of the 

models.
The Veneziano Model (ref. 1.15) uses the Euler Beta 

function in the scattering amplitude. This function has 
several desirable features, giving Regge behaviour at high 
energy, and resonance behaviour at low energies. However, the 
model does not describe diffraction dissociation processes. 
Computational difficulties limit its applicablity to two or 

three body final states.
1 •9 General Characteristics of High Energy In teractions

A more general way of investigating many body final states



is to compare resonance production, single particle momentum 
distributions, and four-momentum transfers for different 
multiplicity final states, and for different beam particles.

Peyrou plots of longitudinal against transverse momentum, 
for different multiplicities and beam momenta, have shown * 
that the transverse momentum distribution is independent of 
multiplicity and of incident energy, while the longitudinal 

momentum is very dependent on these quantities (ref. 1.16).
It has been observed that the part of the reaction matrix 
element which is responsible for the behaviour of leading 
particles does not depend on multiplicity. Por example, the 
P(t) distribution, obtained by dividing the experimental 
M p/p ) distribution by the phase space distribution, is 
similar for all multiplicities up to 8 prongs in TTp 
interactions (ref. 1.16). The leading particle behaviour 
which characterises high energy interactions has led theorists 

to propose several models.
The isobar model (ref. 1.17) was applied originally to 

pp interactions at 0.8 to 3.0 GeV/c . In the production of 
an isobar, a transfer of kinetic energy to thenucleon ■ 

from the other interacting particle may raise it to an 
excited state, which does not interact further with the other 
particles in the collision, and which subsequently decays.
The model, as originally applied, gave reasonable agreement with 
data, assuming that all pion production was derived from the 

decay of the A(1236) isobar.
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The two fireball model (ref. 1.18), based on observation 
of 1000 GeV/c^ cosmic ray protons in emulsions, visualises 
two clouds of particles formed in the interaction, moving 

rapidly apart in the overall centre-of-mass system in the 
same direction as the primary particles. The particles: within . 
each cloud have transverse momenta of the order of .5 GeV/c;

The Diffraction Dissociation model (ref. 1.19) explains 
the qualitative similarity between the diffraction peak 
formed in elastic scattering, and the behaviour of certain 
types of inelastic reaction. A probability exists for the 
dissociation of the interacting particles into sets of 
resonant states and particles, governed by the conservation 
of relevant quantum numbers, but not by energy conservation.
In the interaction, unequal absorption of the different sets 
of constituents will produce in the final diffracted wave 
states which were not present in the initial beam, Since the 
probability of the initial particles dissociating is 
independent of the rest frame from which they are observed, 
the diffraction dissociation model provides an explanation 
for the energy independence of cross-sections for inelastic 

diffractive reactions.
The isobar model, the two fireball model, and the 

diffraction dissociation model all give qualitatively similar 
predictions for the behaviour of the secondary particles in 

high energy interactions where diffractive processes dominate.



I.10 Limiting Fragmentation

Recently, Feynman (ref, 1.20) suggested that, for very 
high energy strong interactions, where the transverse momentum 
distributions are believed to be independent of the total 
centre-of-raass energy, the most useful variables for describing 
the single particle distributions are (the transverse momentum) 
and x (=2p^j/J's) which is the ratio of the longitudinal momentum 

to the maximum possible (where the rest masses have been 
neglected compared with the energies). Feynman suggested that 

if the percentage of energy going to final particles of a given 
type is constant, i.e. f  ~ ^

J X  d-pj = A (1.6)

where F(s,p) is the number of particles (at total centre-of-mass 
energy v/if ) of the given type with momentum p. Then, assuming 

that the dependence of ^(syPpyP^) on s and p-̂  can be expressed 
as F(x,p»ji), (i.e. pL scales with Jsf ), and putting

EF(s,p) = f (x,pT ) 
equation (1.6) becomes

J V ( x ,Pt ) dx dpj - A 
which will be valid if f(x,p^) is independent of energy.

The limiting fragmentation concept of Benecke et al. (ref. 1.21) 
hypothesises the existence of a limit

iirallHF) — * P(E)E-»00 4“
i.e. the partial cross-section that a particle of mass ’ra* is 
emitted with laboratory momentum p, other emitted particles

being ignored, depends only on p and is independent of Js, the



centre-of-mass energy. The use of laboratory momentum arises 

from the concept that the fragmentation products from the target 

separate rapidly from the broken up fragments of the projectile. 

It can be shown that the limiting fragmentation hypothesis is 

equivalent to the scaling law for the Feynman variable x, in 

the limit of infinite beam momentum (see ref. 1.22). Mueller 

(ref. 1.23) has proposed an analogy to the optical theorem 

(relating the total cross-section to the imaginary part of the 

forward elastic scattering amplitude) which could be applied 

to single particle distributions. This is shown diagraramatically 

in figure 1.5. Although no model exists for three particle- 

three particle scattering, theorists have assumed that the 

basic principles which apply in two particle interactions, may 

also apply in this case. In two particle interactions, reaction 

in which the quantum numbers of the beam and target are exotic 

approach the asymptotic cross-section limit predicted by the 

Pomeranchuk theorem at lower energies than reactions in which 

s-channel resonances can be formed. Similarly, in the three 

particle interaction visualised by Mueller, reactions with 

exotic quantum numbers would be expected to reach the limiting 

distributions at lower energies. However, there is some interest 

in whether, in the reaction

a b c X

it is sufficient that abc should be exotic (ref. 1.24), or 

whether ab must also be exotic (ref. 1.25), as suggested by 

Ellis et al., to give energy independent limiting distributions.
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Experiraental analysis of reactions of the type: 
a + b c -h anything 

using bubble chamber data is complicated by the fact that 
unfitted events must be used in order to include reactions in 
which more than one neutral particle is produced. The single 
particle distributions which can be investigated are, 
therefore, restricted to particles which can be identified 
without kinematic fitting. This thesis is mainly concerned 
with K* p interactions. Negative pions, and uncharged 
secondary mesons with visible charged decays, can be 
identified in K+p interactions without fitting the event, and 

with very little contamination. The single particle 
distributions for 7T~~ and K° mesons from the 10 GeV/c K*p 
experiment are compared with published data from other 
experiments and with the Feynman ideas mentioned above in 

Chapter V.
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Figure Captions

1.1(a) 1~ meson nonet
(b) I,U and Y axes
(c) A baryon octet and decuplet.

1.2 The Mandelstam variables: the shaded areas in
the lower diagram represent the physical regions,

1.5 Two baryon Regge Trajectories
1.4 Quark properties,
1.5 Diagram illustrating the;relation between the

Optical Theorem applied to elastic scattering, 
and the Mueller analogy for inclusive reactions.
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Film Measurement and Data Analysis
11.1 Introduction

+•The author joined the 10 GeV/c K p experiment in June 
1969, by which time all the film had been taken. The beam 
design has been described in detail in previous theses (refs. 

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4). 510,000 exposures were taken with 'the 
CERN 2ra hydrogen bubble chamber, exposed to a radio frequency 
separated beam consisting of positive K-mesons at a momentum 
of 10 GeV/c. The film was taken in 5 separate runs between 
1966 and 1968. Film from runs 1 and 3 was measured only for 
events with associated neutral decays: high proton -r „ 
contamination, due to trouble with the r.f. cavities, made 
this film unreliable for events without associated ?V?s.
Runs 2, 4, and 5 were measured for four prong events, and 
runs 4 and 5 only, for six prong events.

Runs 1, 2, and 3 film was divided amongst Birmingham, 

Glasgow, and Oxford film analysis groups, and runs 4 and 5 
between Birmingham and Glasgow only.

11.2 Scanning of Film
Scanning was carried out for all primary interactions of 

the beam track. A restricted fiducial region 96cm..long 
within the bubble chamber was used, and events with primary 
vertex outside this region were rejected. This was to ensure 
that high momentum secondary tracks from vertices, lying near 
the top of the fiducial region could be measured for a 
sufficient length. Charged decays of neutral particles 
which could possibly be associated with a primary vertex
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were accepted if they lay within the larger fiducial region 
165cm long.

Each event was given a scanning code, ABC, where A 
represents the number of charged secondary tracks from the 
interaction vertex, B is the number of secondary charged 

tracks decaying (excluding Tf-/t- e decays), and C is the 
number of neutrals from the interaction vertex which have a 
visible decay within the fiducial region.

Cross-section calculations in a subsequent section of 
the chapter are based on data from 30 half-rolls of film 
which was scanned three times.

11*3 Measurement and Bata Analysis
The author had special responsibility for the six prong 

events. All the film from runs 4 and 5 was measured in three 
views for six prong events, on the SMP machines. The output 
from the SMP programme was written on magnetic tape, which 
was then used as input for the R.H.E.L. system of programmes 
consisting of:
(i) GEOMETRY programme (ref. 2.5) for the reconstruction of 
events. The output from this programme consists of track 
half-length, reciprocal of momentum, tangent of dip, and 
azimuth for each measured track, and errors in these 
quantities. The vertex co-ordinates are also included in the 

GEOMETRY output tape.
(ii) KINEMATICS programme (ref. 2.6). Using the data from the 
GEOMETRY programme, KINEMATICS tests various hypotheses
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against the experimental parameters for an event, making 
small adjustments to the measurements, within the experimental 
error, in order to minimise the oc- function:

a i or1

where N = number of measured track quantities
x*t is adjusted value of the measurement of the i'th 

track variable
Mx L is the measured value of the i'th track variable

cr is the calculated error on the i'th track variable
A fit is attempted by varying the xf̂ at the vertex until

energy and momentum are balanced for the hypothesis being
otested. In the case of V events, the decay vertex is fitted 

first, followed by the interaction vertex, and finally an 
overall fit at both vertices is attempted. Pits having a 
DC^-prob&bility less than 1% were rejected. Por every event, 
the KINEMATICS programme tries to fit each hypothesis which 
has the correct topology, for all possible particle-traek 

combinations.
The six prong hypotheses which were attempted are listed

in Table 2 d. The KINEMATICS processing time for events of
this type is very high, typically, on the IBM 360/44 computer,
around 40 seconds per event. This is because the number of

■+■ +. —particle-track combinations is high. Por the K  pTT JT'TTTT 
final state, for example, there are 12 different particle- 
track permutations, while the K*K+ K pTT^n final state 
involves 24 permutations. This high number of permutations,



coupled with the fairly high secondary track momentum 
possible at 10 GeV/c, even with six prong events, leads to a 

very high level of kinematic ambiguities.

.'V 7053 of the measured events contained at least one fit
to one of the hypotheses: the number of fits to each 
hypothesis is summarised in Table 2.1. It can be seen that, 
on average, there are over four kinematic fits to each eventQ 

The KINEMATICS programme, in addition to writing the 
output tape containing the results of the fitting, produces 
paper output containing a summary of each event, including 
the predicted ionisation for each track of each fit. The 
bubble density of a track varies with the velocity of the
particle as 9 where Since

A T \pm£ *h
the bubble density of a track of given momentum depends on 
the rest mass of the particle. The ionisation predicted by 
KINEMATICS can be compared with a visual estimate of the B A  of 

tracks, and fits which predict the wrong bubble densities 
can then be rejected.

The level of kinematic ambiguities remaining after bubble 
density scanning was still high, particularly in the one- 
constraint fits with a missing neutral particle. Because of 
this, the one-constraint fits were not considered reliable

j.for physics analysis. In 10 GeV/c K p interactions, the 
cross-section for production of;.three K-raesons is



approximately 30 times less than the cross-section for the 
same multiplicity reaction where only one K-meson is produced* 
For example:

=r 0.032 (ref. 2.4)
o  (k*p — ’> tt'tt"p )

Since many of the 931 fits to the K^ K+K TfV p reaction were 
ambiguous with fits to the K̂ T̂ 'fT'7T’~7T p reaction, it was 
decided to reject fits to the former reaction in cases where 
such an ambiguity occurred.

To obtain an estimate of the processing efficiency bfithe 

measurement,;geometrical reconstruction, and kinematic fitting 
a portion of the film was measured twice. The results;frora 
this indicated that the overall processing efficiency for 
the reaction:

K p  -> k^TrrrrT'p (l)
was 75/ip. 15$ of the events were lost through failures in the 
geometrical reconstruction programme, and the remaining 10% 

loss was due to events of reaction (1) which were not fitted 
as such by the KINEMATICS programme. (This figure was 
obtained using the scanning efficiency formula In section

II.5).
(iii) The final stage in the chain of post-measurement 
programmes is JUDGE (ref. 2.7). For fits which have survived 

the bubble density scanning stage, JUDGE converts the data 
on the KINEMATICS tape to a convenient form, and writes the 

output on a data summary tape (DST).



Events which contained more than one fit to a hypothesis 
after bubble density scanning were given a weight equal to 
the reciprocal of the total number of fits for that event, 
using the programme GUDDLS (ref. 2*4). The chain of 
programmes is shown in figure 2.1.
11.4 Analysis Programmes

The most frequently used analysis programme was SUMX 
(ref. 2.8). This programme reads the DST and calculates 
quantities of physical interest, in CHARM subroutines which 
can be written by the user. The output from SUMX consists 
of histograms, or of a *MINIDST* containing selected i 
quantities.

The programme MINUIT (ref. 2.9) was used to obtain fits 
of various kinds to experimental data. Phase space 
distributions (used in Chapters III and IV) were provided 

by the programme FOWL (ref. 2.10).
11.5 Cross Section Calculations

In the work contained in Chapter V on single particle 
distributions, it was necessary to calculate cross-sections 
for each topology. Previous work to obtain the kaon track 
length for the 30 half-rolls of film used in the cross-section 
calculations (see ref. 2.4) indicated that using the total 
K+p cross-section (which is known accurately from counter s 
experiments) and relating this to the total number of events 
seen, gave an estimate for the kaon track length which was 
consistent with that obtained by other methods (beam count.



''f-decay count, and S-ray momentum spectrum analysis). The 
total number of events is affected by beam contamination by 
pions and protons. However, information obtained when the 
film was being taken, and subsequently in the analysis of th 
elastic scattering data, shows that proton and pion 
contamination of the beam was less than 0o5$ for Run 2, and 
less than this for Runs 4 and 5 (ref. 2.3). When the film 
was being taken, running with the r.f. off indicated that 
the contamination consisted mainly of non-interacting muons. 
Muon contamination does not affect the total number of event 
The proton contamination was estimated from counter checks 
when the film was taken, and from running proton hypotheses 
on the elastic scattering events.

The topological cross-sections, for events with and 
without K° production, were evaluated from the scanning data 

from the 30 half-rolls mentioned previously. Scanning 
efficiency is topology dependent. To correct for this as 
fully as possible, the number of events for each topology 
was corrected individually for scanning efficiency, using 

the formula:
U = (A + G)(B + C )/C 

where A= number of events found only by scan 1 
B = number of events found only by scan 2 
C -number of events seen in both scans 
N = total number of events 

This assumes that the events found by the scanners are a



random sample of the total number of events*
The KINEMATICS programme was used to attempt to fit a 

K° at the decay vertex of each event noted as a V°. Events 
in which the neutral particle track obtained in this fit did 
not pass through the interaction vertex were rejected. For 
events where the neutral particle could be associated with 
the interaction vertex, a 3~constraint fit (with the momentum 
of the K ° at the decay vertex the only unknown quantity) was 
attempted. Those events with missing mass inconsistent with 
the mass of the K° were rejected. Column 2 of table 2*2 
contains the corrected numbers from column 1 indicated by 
the results of the decay vertex fits for the 50 half-rolls.

Events in which the projection of the neutral track length 
on the front glass window of the bubble chamber is less than 
.25 cm. were not used in the analysis,,since such events could 
easily be misidentified. To compensate for this, and for the 
charged decays occurring outside the fiducial volume,each K° 
event was given a weight

O p ( -  -■£!>-) -  ei<p ( - w ) ]
where LMIN = 0.25/cos X

X =  dip of track
M =5 mass of K° (GeV/c^)

P =  momentum of K°(GeV/c)

T x  mean lifetime of K

L ~  distance from production

edge of the fiducial volume along the K° line of 

flight direction.



The average weight was a function of topology,and these 
weights are listed here: (it was assumed that the weight for 
the 801 topology was the same as the 601 weight)

Topology Weight
201 1.045
401 1.047
601 1.018
801 1.018

o k")To take into account the invisible K decay modes,another 
factor of 2.915 (ref. 2.12) was required. (For the 17 two 
prong events in which two K° 's fitted,the square of these 
factors is appropriate). The probability of observing K°1s 
within the fiducial volume is summarised in table 2.5.
Column 5 of table 2.2 contains the number of events 
corresponding to each topology after correcting for these 
factors. Finally,the cross-sections for each topology using 
the 10 GeV/c K^p total cross-section figure of 17.5 mb (ir.lmb) 
(ref. 2.15) is shown in column 4.
11.6 The Reaction K*p->- K^p TTTTriTTn~.

The number of fits to the reaction
p > K*p TT̂ ITrTT‘"Tr ~ (1)

after bubble density scanning,was 1242, corresponding to 
862 events. This represents a high level of ambiguities.
The cause of these ambiguities was studied. The KINEMATICS 
programme line printer output revealed that, in a sample of 
52 half-rolls of film, 40 events occurred where more than 
one fit to reaction (1) existed, after bubble density scanning,

Of these 40 events, 50 of the ambiguities were caused by 
positive tracks (usually high momentum tracks) ambiguous



between a pion and a kaon. A scatter plot for the 27 events 
which had only one pion-kaon ambiguity, in which the laboratory 
momentum of the two ambiguous tracks are plotted against each 
other (figure 2.2) shows that such ambiguities occur most often 
in events where the two tracks have momenta which are similar 
in value. The single particle momentum spectra for the kaons 
and pions (Chapter V) are therefore unlikely to be distorted by 
ambiguities of this type. In the remaining ten ambiguous events 
of the sample,the ambiguities followed no pattern.

The probability distribution for the fits to reaction (1) 
showed a pronounced peak below a probabilty of 10$,although, 
above this value the distribution was reasonably flat. Events 
with probability below 10$ were -discarded.
II.7 Resonance Production

“i*A previous attempt to study six-body final states in K p
^  ®  +■+*interactions (at 5 GeV/c) observed only K (890) and A (1236)

production (ref. 2.14). The non-observation of higher mass
resonances was explained by these authors as being caused by the
high number of combinations of particles which can be grouped
to form resonances# In the present experiment^ at 10 GeV/c,
K (890) and /A (1236) are produced strongly. No statistically
significant enhancements were seen in the mass plots corresponding
° i %to the decay of other resonances. The l ~ t  N ‘ s studied in 
Chapter III in the reaction 

K+p->K+p7!+7r“
could not be individually resolved in reaction (1). The mass 
plot for the four p7)% combinations for each events (divided by 
four) is shown in figure 2.3. The hatched ditribution



*•" J VJ„ •—corresponds to the p"M'TT combination with the lowest A(p/p^ )>

(pTTjTT, , say), with the additional constraint that £\ (p/pTT, TTj ) is
less than 0.5 (GeV/c)2, and H^jdoes not lie in the K*(890)
band (0-84 < M(lfrrr)<0.94 GeV/c2). This selecti on should emphasise
peripherally produced fs • As can be seen from the hatched

2.distribution, applying the A  selection produces a distribution
owhich peaks in the 1.5-1.7 GeVj.cn region,although statistics 

preclude further conclusions- The smooth curve in figure 2.2 
represents phase space generated using the programme FOWL, 
with events weighted peripherally to reproduce the correct 
experimental A (p/p) an<3 A(kJk*) distributions- It can be seen

pthat the liigher mass region above about12i4 GeV/c is adequately
pdescribed by this curve- Below 1.8 GeV/c there is an excess 

of events in the experimental distribution,compared with the 

phase space curve.
A similar technique applied to the K(n*n) effective mass plots 

produced no noteworthy resplts.
The main interest in the analysis of the six prong events 

proved to be the single particle momentum distributions. These 
are discussed and compared with other data from other reactions 

in Chapter V.
11.8 The Reaction K*p-»K°p 7TrlT17t‘tTT IT,

The other four constraint channel with six charged tracks 

analysed by the author is the reaction
K*p ->lC°p tt VYr*fTt) ~ ( 2 )

with the K° decay visible within the chamber. Since there can 
be no ambiguities in this reaction between the kaon and any of 
the pions, the data is comparatively free from ambiguities.



203 fits to the reaction were obtained,corresponding to 194 
events* (These figures include data from Runs 1,2 and 3*which 
were measured for six prong y events*and also from the Birmingham 
measurements of Runs 4 and 5)« However,the background due to 
the large number of combinations is higher than for reaction 
(i) ,since we have to deal with three positive pions*

K* (890) and A (1236) are produced in this reaction but, 
as in reaction (1),there is no statistically convincing evidence 
for any higher mass resonance production, Bata from reaction (2) 
is also used in Chapter V.
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FINAL STATE NUMBER OF
FITS

K+p TT+fTf1T"Tr" 1862
K + p Trt Tr̂ rr ~Tr~ir ° 16130
K V V +ir%~ir~ri_ 5322
p i r V +f r V “iT“(K0) 5102

k V K p t r +rr- 931

K°pTrtrr't‘rr^tr'iT”“ 108

k°p TT̂ fT̂ rr̂ iT̂ rr'tr ° 385

tc°n 7Tf Tr^Tr^TrTr ~ 70

TOTAL FITS 29910
CORRESPONDING NUMBER OF EVENTS ?053

Fits to six prong hypotheses before 
bubble-density scanning.

TABLE 2.1
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Figure Captions

2.1 Lata processing system
-t- -f.2.2 Scatter plot of IT momentum against K momentum,

for K+pTr‘trr+TT~TT final state fits involving a pion-kaon 
ambiguity.

2.3 pTr*Tr~ effective mass distribution from K+pT~^fT,‘Tr~Tr 
final state. There are four combinations of pif^rr 
per event, and the total number of entries in each bin 
is shown divided by four. The smooth curve shows the 
prediction of weighted phase space. The hatched

.f- _
distribution shows the pfT, n, effective mass, where 
pTT̂ rr; is the combination with the lowest (p/pT'+̂rr )
In addition, events for which A(p/pTf^fr )>0,5 (GeV/c)2 
or for which 0,84< M ( K +Tr( )<T0,94 GeV/c , are excluded.
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Chapter III

Study of the I = j  pTT'iT System
in 10 GeV/c K̂ p Interactions

111*1 Introduction
Evidence for several I = i non-strange baryon resonances

has been obtained from phase shift analyses of pion-proton
scattering data* The spins, masses, and estimated widths of
these resonances are shown in Table 3.1 (ref* 3*1).

In production experiments, enhancements have been
observed around 1500 MeV/c7*, and 1700 MeV/c2"* Some experiments
have identified the enhancement in the 1500 MeV/cz region 

. +with the t  Roper resonance, although unique identification 
of the enhancements as either the N (1470) Roper resonance 
(ref.3.2), or the 3/2 N*(152G) from mass distributions
alone, is difficult. The published experimental data relies 
mainly on IT N and NN interactions where separation of the 
leading particles from the other final state particles 
complicates the analysis. More information on the Roper 
resonance production, and its branching ratios, would be 
of considerable interest. The branching ratios of the: N (1700} 
have aroused interest, with various production experiments 
giving values for the branching ratio;

N* (noo) ---- > A(mi.)Tr/pTrTT

ranging between 0 and 75$ (ref. 3»3). Results from some of
these production experiments are summarised in Table 3.2.

/ ^Recently, speculation on the nature of the 1=1/2 H 

resonancesproduced in reactions where diffraction



dissociation is possible e.g.
+ + ?K

tt ~ p — > rr “  N

has raised the possibility that the resonances produced in 
diffraction dissociation processes may not be the same as 

those seen in phase shift analyses (ref. 3.4 )„ and it has 
been suggested that the K (1700) of production experiments 

may be formed in a dissociation process involving the 

N (1470) Roper resonance, and a pien. (See figure 3.1).

We have carried out a study of the low mass peripherally 
produced p]TTT system produced in 4 body final states from 
the reaction:

k +p -----> k+pTT+TT-  U )

In the Birmingham-Olasgow-Oxford 10 GeV/c experiment,

there are 14,265 events with at least one fit to this
reaction. (The total number of fits to the reaction is

16,229). Most of the following analysis is restricted to
those events which have the effective mass of the pTr1'7T
system below 1.7 5 GeV/c , and the four-moraentum-transfer-
squared from the target to the p TT+TT system below 0.5(GeV/cf,-
The level of kinematic ambiguities for such events is less
than 1,5$. Peripheral p TT1TT~ production corresponds to low
laboratory momentum tracks which can be fitted more easily
by the programme KINEMATICS (ref. 2.6 ), and also can be
identified at the bubble density scanning stage.
111.2 I-Spin of pTTi~TT System

The effective mass distribution of the pTT+TT system, 
which is a mixture of I - 1 / 2  and 1=3/2 states, from reaction



(1) is shown in figure 3.2. Applying a cut on (p/p rr‘1‘,T~) 
at 0.5 (GeV/c)~ gives the hatched distribution. An 
enhancement around 1.7 GeV/c7 is prominent, with another 
less pronounced peak at 1.5 GeV/c1 . The reaction:

— > K 0p7T+rr0 (2 )
where the p U^n0 system produced is pure 1=3/2, exhibits 
no low mass enhancements in the p lT+rr0 effective mass plot 
(shown in figure 3.3, with the hatched distribution 
corresponding to events with A(p/pn",‘TT0 ) <  0.5 (GeV/c) ).

To obtain a very rough estimate of the 1 =  3/2 
contribution to the p rr+n mass spectrum, one can assume 
that the 1 = 3/2 pTT+TT~ system decays via A(1236)7Tonly.
(For the low mass p 7T1’n'"* system below about 1.8 GeV/c~, 
most of the events have pTT+ mass lying in the A (1236) band. 
Since phase space is restricted at this pfkn mass, an 
accurate determination of the branching ratio via /\(123o)TT 
is difficult.) The ratio of K°p n +n° to K^pT^TT for the 
I =3/2 state for the sequential processes shown in figure 
3.4, evaluated from the I-spin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, 
is 9/2. Taking the number of events with pTTFr mass below

1.8 GeV/c7 from reactions (1) and (-2), and correcting for 
the unseen K°'s from reaction (2), and for the different 

subsamples of film from which data for reactions (1) and (2) 
was obtained, gives an estimate of 6$ (± 2 $ ) for the 1=3/2 
contribution to the p TT+n system from reaction (1) below

1.8 GeV/cz .
The remainder of the analysis will be concerned with the



p FT IT system formed in reaction (1). Only events with 
(P/pTT IT"* ) < 0 . 5  IGeV/c f~ will be considered, and the 

p IT+rT'~ system will be taken to be 1=1/2 in the Dalitz Plot 
analysis.

111.5 Four-Momentum-Transfer-Squared Distribution
The four-momentum-transfer-squared distribution from the 

target proton to the p TT̂ TT low mass system for the events 
of reaction (1) is sharply peaked. Figure 5.5 shows

— b> !t| rO-exponential fits of the form Ae to the l \ -distribution
2. Xbelow 0.4 (GeV/c) • The slope of the -distributions shows 

that the low mass p7T*'r\ system is produced peripherally, with 
the sharpness of the peak decreasing with increasing mass. 
These A -distributions are consistent with diffractive

”4“ *— *4“production, where spin-parities 1/2 , 5/2 , and 5/2 etc. 
are expected to dominate (ref. 5.5). The diagrammatic 
representation of the process is shown in figure 5.6.

111.4 Angular Bistributions
The Berman-Jacob angular distributions can give (ref 3.6) 

information on the spin of the three body p T T +rr system, and 
also on the spin of the exchanged particle, using the normal 
to the p1T+n decay plane as analyser (see figure 5.7). The 
z-axis is taken along the target pfoton direction in the pTT+n* 
centre of mass, and the y-axis is the normal to the 
production plane. The angular distributions for the normal 
can be written as: w*

Gm. y, (e, f)



where the maximum value of 1 =.-2 j and j is the spin of the 

plin system. Moments of the spherical harmonics, normalised 

to ^Y°^=: W° = 1, were-evaluated across the ( 9 , $ )

distributions, for 100 Me^(vwide intervals across the prr+n 
mass spectrum. Events with K TT effective mass lying in the 
K*(890) band (0.84 <  M(K+rT) <  0.94 GeV/c* ) were omitted. 
(This K+TT effective mass cut is discussed later).

Vn i ^  ^  / / \

The error estimate on the moments (ref. 3.6) is:

W 1 -  W&w
\I N

Yf\where N is the number of events. None of the moments 
for ra^O, had values significantly different from zero, 
which is consistent with a spinless exchange particle in 

figure 5.6.
The moments of spherical harmonics with m =0 are shown

oin figure 3.8. Y 2 has significantly negative values 
throughout the distribution, suggesting the presence of spin

■j. i*3/2 contributions even at the lowest p, TT n mass region 

1.35 - 1.45 GeV/c . Y^ increases from 1,55 GeV/c , becoming 
significant above 1.65 GeV/c , where spin 5/2 or higher is 

indicated. Y^ is small in all mass regions below 1.85 GeV/c’ 
and there is little evidence for a spin of 7/2 contribution 
below this mass. None of the odd moments show significant 
deviations from zero. This suggests that the p IT’tt system 
we are studying is predominately of either natural or 
unnatural spin parity, but not a mixture.



111*5 Branching Ratios of pTffn Systems

Previous attempts to evaluate the branching ratios of 
the pTT+TT enhancement at 1700 MeV/c2" in production experiments 
have assumed dominant decays via A (1256)7T and pTTTT .
The suggestion that the production of the 1700 MeV/cx peak 
is associated in some way with the N (1470) Roper resonance, 
may also imply that the N (17QG) can decay via N (1470)
To investigate this, we have assumed possible decays via 

H*(1470)7T and A (1236)17 , as well as three body decay* 
Inspection of the Dalitz plot for the 1700 to 1750 MeV/c2 
pTT̂ H mass region shows that the A (1236)17 and N*f'(1470)TT
bands overlap considerably, and so simple background 
subtraction techniques cannot be used to estimate the 
branching ratios* A Dalitz plot analysis is required*

An indication that the branching ratio via A (1236 )ir 

in the 1700 MeY/c7- enhancement is lower than the percentage
■H* -of A (1236) formed from the pTT fT background can be 

obtained from figure 3.9* In this figure, the percentage 
of events with pTT+ mass in the A(1236) band (1.16 to' 1.28 

GeV/cx ) is shown for 100 MeV/'c wide intervals across the 
pJT^n” mass spectrum. This percentage apparently falls off

*f*almost linearly as the p IT IT mass and the available p fT
phase space are increased. However, around 1600 to 1750 MeV/c7-
there is an indication of a dip in the percentage of events

++lying in the A (1236) band.
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A Dalitz plot and decay angular distribution analysis,
based on a model suggested by Bowler (ref, 3.7), has been
carried out by the author, with a view to investigating
the branching ratios and spin of the prrV system.

111,6 Model Dependent Decay Angle and Dalitz Plot
Distribution Analysis

Section III.4 above suggests that the;vproduction angular
distributions of the pH'n system are consistent with spin
zero exchange. We assume that spin zero exchange is in fact
the dominant mechanism, and that the pTT TT system is 1 = 1/2 

pand has J — values 1/2 , 3/2 and 5/2 only (see sections
III.3 and III.4). Por each of these spin-parity assignments, 
and for a target proton helicity X , say, transition 
amplitudes for the decay of the three body pTTTT system via 
two body resonance decay schemes can be formulated. The 
total amplitude for each target proton helicity, and final 
proton spin projection, can be written as a sum of such 
individual amplitudes with relative phase factors and 
coefficients as free parameters. The final expression for 
the angular and Dalitz plot distributions is then obtained 
by averaging the squared modulus of each total amplitude 
over the initial proton helicity states, and summing over 
the final proton spin projections. The parameters contained 
in this expression are varied until the best agreement 
between the desired distribution and the experimental 
distribution is obtained.



The main two body decay of the p7fhrr system considered
-t +

is via A(1236)IT, with the relative amounts of A (1236) 
and A (1236) determined by I-spin. An incoherent three 
body phase space decay is included. In the highest mass

CLregion, 1.7 - 1.75 GeV/c , an additional term for decay via 
N^(1470)7T+ is allowed.

The coordinate system employed in the analysis is shown
_ *f~* Tin figure 3.10. In the pH 7T centre-of-mass system, the

z-axis is chosen along the target proton directionfl so that
the initial helicity of the target proton in the p!Ti‘JT”* 
centre-of-mass is the z-coraponent of spin of the pfî TT"” 
system formed (assuming spin zero exchange). (See ref 3.8). 
The y-axis is taken as p 1M * p , where p,u and p _ are the£.|K| OUT* JL 'N X out
incoming and outgoing proton directions. The coordinate 
system used in the two body centre-of-raass systems to 

describe the two body resonance decays are chosen parallel 
to the three body centre-of-raass axes. All vectors in the 
two body centre-of-raass are obtained by a Lorentz V.

•J»-transformation direct from the pTT 7T centre-of-mass system 
(ref. 3.9). The amplitude terms, and intensity expression, 
are included in the Appendix. A maximum likelihood fit was 
carried out. Due to the complicated transition amplitudes 
and coordinate system in use, the normalisation terms in the 
likelihood function were obtained by Monte Carlo integration 
over phase space, using the programme FOWL (ref. 2.10). 
Details of the fitting procedure are also included in the 
Appendix.
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It was found that K (830) production contributes a
spike to the angular distributions which cannot be fitted

using this model. All events with 0.84 <  M(k’!''IT” ) <  0.94 GeV/c7"
were, therefore, excluded from the analysis. This removes
most of this spike, although a small narrow forward peak
can still be seen in some of the angular distributions. This
may be due to the effect of resonant production of K'(1420).
Such effects are small and we have not imposed further cuts
to exclude K*(142Q) events. Figures 3.11 - 3.17 are the fits
to the angular and effective mass distributions. The
distributions vary with increasing p 1T+TT effective mass,
and are closely followed by the fits. In all the p JT+JT mass
regions, the data was fitted well using only A(1236) TT

and three body phase space decays. The relative contributions
of 1 /2^, 3/2 , and 5/2+ p FT TT systems decaying via A(1236)TT
and also of three body non-resonant decay of the pTTTT system,
are shown in figure 3.18 normalised to the total number of

1- —events in each pTTn mass region.
There are no rapid fluctuations in these contributions 

from one p TT’1n mass interval to the next,, 3/2 seems to
t — 2dominate at low pTTTT masses (below 1.55 GeV/c ),while 5/2' 

dominates the high mass regions. We see no evidence for 
1/2 in the lower mass region,and do not therefore interpret

Q ■f*™.the 1500 MeV/c enhancement in the pJT ft plot as the Roper
■j.resonance. The large 5/2 contribution in the upper region

•< — psuggests that the pTTTT enhancement at 1700 MeV/c observed
$ Pin our data can be identified with the N(1688J,J =3/2, seen



in phase shift analysis. The comparatively large amount
of non-resonant three body decay in the 1650 - 175Q MeY/c*
p TT̂ IT mass region confirms the conclusion reached in section
5 that the branching ratio of the 1700 MeV/c7, enhancement
via A (1236JIT is  lower than the background pTT̂ TT branching

ratio via A(l23 0)7T\

The fits to the pTT and pTT mass spectrum in the
1700 MeV/c2" p7TTT region using decays via A(1236)7T and
phase space only, reproduce the features of the data well,

^  +without the inclusion of N' (1470)fT decay terras. When these 

terras are included, no improvement in the likelihood function 
is obtained, and the highest likelihood corresponds to a 
negligible amount of N*(1470) TT*

III.7 Conclusions
The pTT^TT" system from the reaction:

krrp  — > k 'pT r+TT"

shows enhancements at 1.5 GeV/c and 1.7 GeV/c • These are 
absent in the reaction

Hrp — s> k ^ n ^ u 0 

and we therefore assume that they are I i  structures.
By considering the angular distributions of the normal 

to the pTTTT decay plane,and also from a model-dependent 
analysis of the Dalitz Plot and decay angular distributions^ 

we conclude that the pTT*TT region below 1.5 GeV/c2 is 

predominantly 3/2 while above 1.6 GeV/c2 5/2 is
dominant. We see no evidence for the 1500 MeV/c2
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enhancement in our data being the Roper resonance, and 
no evidence that the N*(1700) decays via the Roper

1 +resonance. If t states do occur, they do not decay 
predominantly through A(l1,3C) IT,

If we take the number of events corresponding to 
the decay of the 5/2+ system via A(l236)tr relative 
to the non-resonant decay, we find a branching ratio 
of 50io for decay via A(l236)TT,

-Cc-.- t/t ci i ... • ■' .

c X R'tt I X  ■' ■ ,/ i 'i. 7-d {?■ V
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3.1 Diffraction Dissociation diagram for production of 
B*(1700)

3.2" 'Effective mass ptffr from reactions Kp->krpli'ir"'ami t̂ p~>fcpTrV
3.3̂  The hatched distribution shows events with 

Â p/pTrrr ) <  0.5 (GeV/cf-
3*4 I^spin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for Irr3/2 NTTTT 

production in K+p interactions

3*5 Exponential fits to Z^(p/pTr*Tr ) distributions for four 
pTr+7T~ mass intervals

3.6 Diagrammatic representation of peripheral p Tr *7T'“ ^ 
production in K^pTr’ftT*’ final state

3.7 Go-ordinate system defining Berman-Jacob B and 0  angles
3.8 Moments of spherical harmonics across the Berman-Jacob 

0 and 0  angular distributions, for six pIT*?!^ mass 

intervals.
3.9 Percentage of events with 1.16 <  M̂ p'rf1*) <T 1.28 GeV/c 

for pTrf*7T’~ mass intervals 30 MeV/cx wide .
3.10 Co-ordinate system used in Dalitz plot and angular 

distribution analysis of pTrV system
3.11 - 3.17 Por seven 50 MeV/c wide pfr+Tf- mass intervals:

(Top and centre) Pits to the azimuth angles of 
figure 3 . H  for the pTr (left) and pTr (right) 

two body systems.
(Bottom) Pits to the pTT , pTT and TrV* effective 

mass spectra.



3.18 Number of events with JP= 5/2+ , 3/ 2"* and l/2+ decaying 

via A(1236)7T, and (bott om) via three body phase space, 

for the pTT1T mass intervals of figures 3.11 - 3.17
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DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION DIAGRAM 

FOR PRODUCTION OF N*(1700)

FIGURE 3.1



300t EFFECTIVE MASS 
pTT* TT~

FROM Kf'p-}K*pTT+'Tr

(EVENTS WITH A2(p^pnV )<0 '5  
SHOWN HATCHED)

200"

100 1-16 1-32 1-4,8 1-64 T80 T96 2-12 2482-AA 2-602-76 7)2 3^8324 3403-56772 388 
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FIGURE 3.2 (above) 
FIGURE 3.3 (below)
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FIGURE % 6
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CHAPTER IV

A (1900) Production.
IV.l Introduction

Several doubly charged baryon resonances with masses 
higher than the well established A  (1236) have been 

inferred from phase shift analyses, including two with 

masses in the 1670 MeV/c2- region, and three resonances 

of mass around 1900 MeV/c2-. The masses and widths of thes 
resonances are not precisely known. The spins, masses, 
widths, and branching ratios of these resonances from 
formation experiments are summarised in Table 4.1, which 
is derived from ref. 4.1.

Production experiment data for the 1 -V % region around 
1900 MeV/cx suffers from the inability to distinguish 
between the three resonances in this region. However, 
investigation of the reactions in which an enhancement 

is formed at 1900 MeV/cz , and the determination of the 
relative branching ratios via inelastic channels, gives 
information which is not easily obtainable from phase 
shift analysis. Enhancements at 1900 MeV/c , attributed 
to I = 3/? resonances, have been seen in TT p, rfp, and pp 
bubble chamber experiments. (See refs. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4) 
In the Birmingham-Glasgow-Oxford 10 GeV/c experiment, the 

author has studied the channels:
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k^p — > Hr'aTrV^TT- (3)
K+p — ^ k:',pTT+n'''TT'n-~ (4)

for evidence of the process:

kfp — > K+rr~A++(isoo) (5)
w ith  subsequent decay o f the A v ia  two body, th re e  body,

or four body modes.

The channels: «,+■ . _.+K  .p ■— > K p TT

K*p - >  k°piT'l'rr0 
k^p — > k°pTr1'rr1'TT_

where the reaction:

kr̂ p — >k°/\++(i9o o) 

could occur, have also been investigated.

IV.2 Evidence for Existence of A (1900)
*+* / \The pTT mass spectrum for reaction (1) is shown in

figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b), where only events for which
A (p/p TV ) <  0.5 (GeV/c)2 are included. A (1236) production
dominates this mass spectrum. There is also strong evidence
for an enhancement at 1.9 GeV/c pTT effective mass.

The pTT+n° and nT̂ Tt* mass spectra from reactions (2)
and (3) are combined in figure 4.2. In addition to imposing
the condition A*(p/ (NT7TT)++ ) < 0 . 5  (GeV/c f  , events from

reaction (2) which have M(rr+rr°rf) within the Ui(780) band
(0.74 - 0.82 GeV/c2), or M(K4'7T0) within the K*(890) band
(0.84 - 0.94 GeV/cz ) have been omitted here, and in
subsequent sections of this chapter. An enhancement at

1.9 GeV/cz is prominent.

((6)
It)
(8)

(9)



The p TV IT TT mass plots were investigated in the six 
prong events of reaction (4). No clear enhancement was 

visible in the 1.9 GeV/c2 region,5̂ which places an upper 
limit on the cross-section for decay of the A  (1900)
via pTT̂ rf’Yf" .

No evidence for a doubly charged baryon resonance at
1.9 GeV/c2 was obtained from reactions (6), (7), and (8).

The production of the A(1236) in the reaction (1) 

includes a high proportion of events formed in the quasi- 
two-body reaction: (See ref. 4.5)

f<+p  — > He* ( s s o )  I1 *)

An estimate for the proportion of events from reaction 
(1), proceeding via the (corresponding quasi-two-body) 
reaction (1*) can be gained from figure 4.3. This shows a 
K*7T~ effective mass plot obtained by subtracting the kV t "

*t® mmmass distribution for two p.TT guard bands from the KIT
+ 4 *mass distribution for events in the A (1900) peak.

(The pTf mass region corresponding to the A  (1900) peak 
was taken here as a 300 MeV/c2- wide band centred on a pTr* 
mass of 1.915 GeV/c^. The guard bands were each 150 MeV/c2 
wide.) The percentage of events in figure 4.3 in which

* The probabilty of observing the A (1900) in the p T  plots 
of reaction (4) is reduced by the iollowing factors:
a)the subsample of film from which the data of reaction (4) 

was obtained is smaller than for the other reactions.
b)there are two combinations of pH' for each event.
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K. (890) is formed is around h $ f0 5$), compared with lp%

5%) in the pTT* guard bands•

I  A background subtraction, similar to the method outlined
above, but for the K îT̂ Tf mass distribution of reaction (1),
has shown that the A  (1900) peak is not a kinematic . .* .
reflection of a K^frVr resonance,

IV.3 Mass and Width of A (1900)

The number of events in the pTT^mass distribution of
figure 4.1(b), from reaction (1), decreases rapidly with 

«<|»increasing p 7T effective mass. The pTv effective mass 
distribution between 1.4 GeV/c2' and 2.76 GeV/c2 was fitted 
satisfactorily by a linear background term, plus simplex

4+Breit-Wigners to represent the A (1900), and the influence 
of the A (1236) on the background.

p =  (a + b M  )(l .■+■ B W  (A++(l3oo))-H 8 W  (A+ (lI3t)))

where BW _

The results of this fit were:
MASS =  1.915 GeV/c2 (-16 MeV/c2 )
WIDTH =  190 MeV/c2 (-lo MeV/o1 )

The fit is shown superimposed on the'_,pTT+ effective mass 

distribution in figure 4.4.
4 +

A similar type of polynomial fit to the A (1900) 
enhancement formed in reactions (2) and (3) would have been 
of doubtful value, due to the shape of the background - a 
visual estimate of the central mass of the peak in figure
4.2 gives a value of 1.88 GeV/c2 . The width is difficult
to estimate, again due to the behaviour of the background,
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but appears slightly less than the value obtained for 
reaction (i).

IV•4 Cross-Sections and Decay Branching Ratios

The production processes for the A (1900) are 
identical' in reactions (1), (2), (3), and (4), viz:

observable in reactions (lj to (4) can thus be obtained 
directly by comparing the cross-sections in Table 4.2.

was obtained by integrating the Breit-Wigner multiplied

4.2 was obtained by subtracting guard bands 80 MeV/cx wide 

from either side of the peak (1.84 — 1.96 GeV/c2") of the 

(NTTTT)'h* mass distribution.

Prom Table 4.2, the branching ratio

The three body decay £̂ +(1900) —> pTT̂ TT0 seen in 
reaction (2) includes the following possible decay processes:

The branching ratios of the A* + (1900) which are

The number of events in the A++(1900) peak in reaction (1)

by the linear function used to pararaeterise the A (1900).
•H-The number of A (1900) events above background in figure

with an error of the order 15$.

a++ (i3o0) — > t e r  < i o %
'  (N tt) ++
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In figure 4.5(a), the percentage of events from 
reaction (2), with p TT+ mass lying in the Zff 1256) band, 

is plotted for eleven 100 MeV/c2 wide bands across the p7T1Tf0 
mass distribution. The smooth variation of this percentage 
below 2.1 GeV/c2 suggests that, in evaluating the branching 
ratio of the A  (1900) peak via A (1236) 77̂  a background 
subtraction is unnecessary, since the background and peak 
behave similarly. The percentage of events with TT̂ TT0 mass 
in the P(765) region shows a peak for M(pTT+TT°) around 
1820 MeV/cz (see figure 4.5(b)): this will be discussed 
later.

We used the programme FOWL (ref. 2.io) to generate phase 
space events for the isotropic decay to pTHT of a system of 
mass 1.9 GeV/cz , and width 200 MeV/cz . (FOWL run * A *) . We 
also generated events for the sequential decay;

&(l3oo) — ■> y p  — ^ pTTTT ( FOWL run 'B1)
For this restricted region of pTTTT mass, the pTT effective 
mass distributions from run ♦A* and run »Bf did not differ 
appreciably, indicating that the kinematic reflections of 
p(765) production can be ignored when assessing the A (1236) 
contribution to the p7T mass distribution.

FOWL run *0* corresponded to the sequential decay:

A 030°) -— > — > pTryr-r,
in which the pT^ mass distribution was a Breit-Wigner 
representing the &(1236), while the. pTT,, mass distribution 
was the kinematic reflection of the £(1236). (The TT; 77̂  

spectrum was almost identical to the /TIT pure phase space



spectrum from FOWL run -'A': thus, conversely, A (1236) 

reflections can be ignored when calculating the p>(765) 
cross-section from the TTTT mass spectrum).

Finally, the programme FOWL was used for the fourth 
time (run to simulate the coherent decay:

The two one-dimensional pTT* ana pTT° exponential mass 
distributions, for the events from reaction (2) in the 
^ +(1900) region (1,8< M(p TT^n° )<2.0 GeV/c1) , were fitted 
simultaneously, to the function S ( given by:

where M , II^ are ptr* , pTT° effective masses respectively 
N is the number of events
F is the pTT* « pTT° mass distributions from FOWL b

run 'L'
F* is the pTT - p’fT phase space distribution fromn

FOWL run 'A*
X is the fraction of &(1236)IT.

The X*- fit, over 18 bins of the pTT* and pTT° effective 
mass histograms, is shown by the dotted curves in figure 4e6„ 
The fit to the p7T+ mass histogram is good, but the amount

where the A.(1236) and A* (1236) terms are related by 
I-spin. (The I-spin Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for the 
process are:

Af+'(i'23G]rr° --> pTT+TT °

)•

= N(x + 0 - X) F, (MoM0 )



of (12J6) in the p]i mass plot is overestimated. A 
second X  - fit, in which the relative amounts of (1236) 

and li (1236) TT were allowed to vary independently, is 
shown as the dashed curve. The function S2 fitted to the 
experimental histograms can be written*

Si K Mi ) =  N (x , mx)+  X,. F<.(Ml l Mp) + (|-Xr X1)Ff l (M,JMl ))

where Fc is'the p]l\ - pTT( mass distribution from FOWL 
run *0*.

is the fraction of AJ(1236)TT°
X, is the fraction of A+(1236)(T+

The second curve is a better fit to the data. The 
percentage of events going via A(1236)TT to plT+rr° is 
37$ by the first estimate, and 28$ by the second method.

The overestimate of A(1236)TT production produced by the 
coherent decay model perhaps may be caused by the crudeness 
of applying pure three body phase space as a background 
term to describe a pTT+rr° system formed in 10 GeV/c 1. / 
interactions. The lower value of 28$ via A (1236)tt gives 
the better fit.

j ̂
The percentage of events from the A (1900) peak

•f"which have TTVr0 effective mass in the p (763) region 
varies rapidly above P threshold (see figure 4.5). A 
simple background subtraction method to obtain the 
branching ratio of the /f'(X900) would not be reliable. 
Instead, phase space TTtt effective mass distributions, 
formed in the three body isotropic decay of a pTrrr system



were simulated using the programme FOWL. Three such 

distributions were used: one corresponded to the Z\++(1900) 
region (1.8 <  M(p TUT ) <2.0 GeV/c1*), while the other two 

were for 100 MeV/cz wide guard bands on either side. These 
phase space distributions, normalised appropriately, were 
compared with the experimental TT+n° effective mass 
histograms for the same pTT+Tt° mass regions (see figure 4.7). 
An estimate of p(765) production was obtained for each of 
the three regions. The guard band figure were then subtracted 
from the central region, and this gave an estimate of less 
than 16$ for the percentage of events in the a (1900) 

peak going via p* (765)p.
Table 4.3 contains a summary of the information on 

branching ratios evaluated in this section.
The differential cross-section for production of the pH' 

combination in reaction (1) was also investigated. The 
four-momentura-transfer-squared distribution from the target 
to the p TT* system, for 100 MeV/c2- wide pTr* mass regions, 
using events from reaction (1), was fitted to an exponential 
of the form A exp(-b A2 ) over the range 0.1 < £i‘(p/PTr+)< 0.5 
(GeV/c )Z . The exponent, as a function of p tt* effective 
mass, is plotted in figure 4.8. The A (1236) is produced 
peripherally. The 1.9 GeV/c2 differential cross-section 

falls as exp(-2.5 ).



IV.5 Conclusions
A doubly charged baryon enhancement occurs at 1.9 Gev/ 

in the final states kr+TT‘~7T+p and kr+TT~ (NTtrr)++ 
corresponding to the reaction:

—» k V  A++(i9 oo)
There is good evidence for the quasi-two-body reaction:

• K+p -----> k *°(89°) £**(1300) ■

The enhancement at 1.9 GeV/c5- has not been identified in 
reactions of the type:

k +p   >  k °  f\+ + (i3oo)

This may suggest that the enhancement is formed in a pion 
exchange process. Pion exchange is forbidden at the kaon 

vertex of this last reaction. Branching ratios for the 
A (1900) show that the elasticity of the resonance is no 

higher than 60$. Roughly 30$ of the three body decay to 
p n +n° proceeds via the A(1236)TT intermediate state.

The p f>* branching ratio is small if it exists. Unique 
identification of the resonance is impossible, since the 
background is much too high for the resonance spin to be

determined.
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/ \ 4.4.1(a) The plT effective mass spectrum from the

final state. Events with ^(p/pTT* ) >  0.5 (GeV/c)2 
omitted.

4.1(b) The same as figure 4.1(a), with a different vertical 
scale.

4.2 The p n + TT° effective mass spectrum from the k'+p]Ti'7T‘n ° 
final state (events with 0.74.< M(Tr+ n°TT*" ) < 0.82 GeV/c2, 
and 0.84 < M(TT+iT°n ) < 0.94 GeV/c3, antiselected), added
to the nTf*Tr+ spectrum from the k^n TT̂ rr̂ TT-" final 

state. Events with A2(p/(NTnT )++ ) >  0.5 (GeV/cf~ omitted.

4.3 K tt" effective mass spectrum for A (1900) peak, with 
background subtracted.

4.4 The polynomial fit to the pTT* effective mass spectrum, 
between 1.4 GeV/c^ and 2.76 GeV/c2*.

4.5 Percentage of events for K * p  rr*rr TV° final state, 
with (a) pTT+ effective mass within A (1236) band

(b) TT*TX° effective mass within p(765) band.
4.6 Pits to (a) the pTT*, and (b) the pTT° mass distributions 

from the decay of the A"^(1900) into p 7T+tt° , via 
A(1236)7T or three body phase space.

4.7 Phase space 7TTT distributions, compared with experiment, 
for the central A^(19QQ) region (1.8 < M(pTft]Tc> ) < 2.0 
GeV/c2) and two 100 MeV/cz wide adjacent guard bands.

4.8 Pour-momentum-transfer-squared from target to pTT 
system in kpTf IT final state.
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Chapter V

Particle Distributions
V.l Introduction

In this chapter, single particle distributions in the 
1G GeV/c K p experiment are investigated. K*p experiments 
provide useful data for the study of momentum distributions, 

since each 'leading particle* can be identified after the 
reaction.

Momentum distributions for kaons, protons, and pions are 
investigated using data from events which have been 

kinematically fitted. Single particle distributions for 
neutral K-mesons and negative pions are obtained from the 
data from events in which the interaction vertex has not been 
fitted. These distributions correspond to the reactions:

k + p K 0*** I1)
where the system lias the quantum numbers of an 1=0/2 

baryon system, and:

_~> 1r“ x+++ (2)
The single particle data is pararaeterised in terms of the 
four-momentum-transfer-squared from the incident kaon to the 

particle, and the effective mass of the system X, following 
the method of Beaupre et al. (ref. 5*1) which was applied 
to K° production in K* p interactions at 5 GeV/c and 8 GeV/c. 

The K° results obtained at 10 GeV/c are compared with those 
of reference 5.1. The negative pion distributions are 
compared with published K p data at 12 GeV/c (ref. 5.2).
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v •2 I I s tr ib u ti ons

The Peyrou plots of transverse momentum against 
longitudinal momentum in the overall eentre-of-mass, shown

in figure 5.1(a), contain data from the four-constraint 
reactions:

k ’p — > k'p
— —  ̂ k pTT+fr 
•— > k^pir^^iT'tr"

while figure 5.1(b) shows the data for the reactions with a 
visible K°:

— y kptrr 
— > kraprr,'tr','tr“ 
— > k0pirrTr+'Tr1‘tr"fr"

The kaon and proton centre-of-mass longitudinal momenta 
are peaked in the same direction as the incident particles, as 

expected. The pions have low centre-of-mass longitudinal 
momentum. There is a forward tendency of the TT in figure 
5.1(b) for K° production (where if (890) production involving 
the ff* is possible) relative to the isotropic distribution

in figure 5.1(a).
The average transverse momentum for the protons and kaons 

(both charged and uncharged) is independent of multiplicity, 

but is greater than the average transverse momentum of the 
pions (which is also independent of multiplicity). The 

transverse momenta, averaged over the reactions above are:
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PARTICLE transverse

MOMENTUM
(GeV/c)

Proton 0.44
Kaon 0.43
Pion( -ve) 0.34
Pion( +ve) 0.33

The variation with multiplicity of the longitidunal centre- 
of-mass momentum for kaons and protons is pronounced, and is

shown in figure ,5*2. The proton momentum decreases linearly 

with increasing multiplicity, independently of whether K* or 
K° is produced in the reaction. This linear decrease of proton 

longitudinal momentum with increasing multiplicity (from two to 
seven prongs) has not been previously observed.

V.3 The Reaction K*p K°X**
The data on this reaction uses the V° events in which the 

decay vertex fits a K° decay hypothesis. No attempt at fitting 
the interaction vertex was made. The data, therefore, includes 
events in which unseen neutral particles are produced. The 
chamber weighting, described in Chapter II, was used to 

correct for K°*s decaying outside the fiducial volume.
Table 5.1 shows the cross-section for K° production along 

with two, four, six, and eight charged particles, and an 
undetermined number of unseen neutrals. The data at 10 GeV]/c 
is from Chapter II, and the other data is from ref. 5.1.

The individual two, four, and six prong K° cross-sections
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vary considerably between 5 and 10 GeV/c, but the total cross 

section for K production, which is the sum of these, remains 
remarkably constant around 5.7 rob, which is 1/3 of the total 
K p cross-section.
V.4 The Reaction K*p->fr~X***

The negative particles produced in a K^p experiment yield 
a comparatively pure sample of negative pions. The 
contamination can be estimated by considering the cross- 
section for production of pairs of strange particles, 

relative to the cross-section for producing pion pairs, 
e.g. the reactions:

K*p  > fC*pTT+1T“
(C* p ~ ^  !c p Kr+ Hr-* 

have cross-sections of 1317/tb and 43/tb (ref.2.4). Using 
data from negative tracks from unfitted events should give 

a sample of negative pions containing less than 5% 

contamination from negative kaons.
The total cross-section for negative pion production in 

10 GeV/c K*p interactions is 11.41 mb ( t  0.9 ). Data from 
four and six prong events was available. The cross-section 
for negative pion production from eight prong events is only 
5.5# of the total cross-section (see Table 2.2), and so the 

omission of eight prong data from the distributions should

not have an appreciable effect.
V .5 Pararaeterisation of Single Particle Data

The value of parameterising the data is that comparisons
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between experiments at different energies can then easily be 
made, in order to investigate scaling behaviour of the variables 
involved. It is important that standard methods are used. 
Published data already exists for K° distributions in K^p 
experiments at 5GeV/c and 8.2 GeV/c (ref. 5.1) and for negative
pion distributions in a K+ p experiment at 11.8 GeV/c (ref. 5.2)

To describe single particle production completely, two 
independent variables are required. The four-momentum-transfer- 
squared (t) from the incident particle to the single particle
considered, and the effective mass (M) of the recoil system, is
one such pair of variables. Alternatively, the longitudinal and 
transverse momenta*(p^ and p̂ ,) of the particle can be used.
V.6 Mass Distributions

The mass spectra for system X from the reactions (1) and 
(2) are illustrated in figure 5.3. Over most of the kinematically

pallowed region above about 2 GeV/c , the cross-section rises
exponentially to its peak value. Pitting an exponential of the

form: dcr“ _
dM CT“ exp(kM) (5.1)

to the range of the mass spectrum shown in figure 5.3 gives
the curves of figures 5.4(a) and 5.5(a), Table 5.2 shows the
fitted parameter values and errors, and the effect on the
distributions of applying a cut on t° (t1 -jt-t^jjj |) where
ts the four-momentum-transfer-squared from the incident kaon,
and t1ITW is the minimum possible |t,Lvalue for the effective mass MIN
M. The values from reference 5.1 are included in Table 5.2 for 

comparison.
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While the sharpness of* the exponential peak of the mass
distribution for reaction (lj decreases substantially between
beam momenta of 5 GeV/c and 8.2 GeV/c, the values at 8.2 GeV/c
and 10 GeV/c are, within experimental error, identical. The
mass distribution for reaction 2̂) is more peaked than for
reaction (1): in reaction (2), fragmentation of either the
target proton or the incident kaon into the system X+*+ (which
has quantum numbers B ” 1,S «  l) is suppressed (ref. 5.3). 
t H* *+X is therefore most likely to contain fragmentation products 

of both target and beam, which will be moving rapidly apart in 
the overall centre-of-mass system, and therefore the effective 
mass distributions will be peaked towards high valpes. In reaction 
(i), the system X** (B =1,8=0) is a favoured fragmentation 
product of the target proton, and it is possible therefore that 
this system will sometimes contain fragmentation products of 
the proton only, which will tend to have lower effective mass.
The same qualitative behaviour of the mass spectra would also 
be expected from a multi-Regge picture.
V.7 ffour-Momentum-Transfer-Squared l>istributions

The t» distributions (t«= ft- t m N J) from the incident 
kaon to the K° and TT~ of reactions (1) and (2) are shown in 
figure 5.6. Figure 5.7 shows the t» distributions for three 
500 MeV/c wide bands of X++ mass in reaction (1). The 
straight line represents an exponential fit, from t’s O  to 
t* = l (GeV/c)*, to each distribution. It can be seen that 
these fits also describe the data reasonably well out to
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2.
t ‘~2.0 (GeV/c) . The t* distributions for events lying in 
narrow mass bands 100 MeV/c^ wide over the range 
2.1<M(Xtf ) <  4 .0 GeV/cVl (reaction (1)) and 3.0< M(X’K * ) <  4 .1 
GeV/c^ (reaction (2)) were fitted to exponential functions 
of the form:

(3?) =  exp(-At'j (5 .2 )
M " Const

For reaction (1), the t* distribution out to t’=1 (GeV/c)^ 
was fitted, but for reaction (2 ), where the t f distribution 
is less sharply peaked, the fitted range extended.to t*ss2 
( G e V / c ) 2' , The slope parameter, A, is shown, as a function of 
mass, M, in figure 5.8, for both reactions. A function of 
the form:

A = CfA (5>3)

was fitted to the slope parameter values for each reaction, 
as in reference 5.1. The experimental distribution from 
reaction (1) appears to have some structure, and so the fit 
represents only the average behaviour over the range. The 
values obtained for C and oC. are:

K+p kr0 x1"*’ 2 *L= IS
ĵ p ft- x+++ c = 38to 4,4-

The values for the K° reaction agree with those quoted in 
reference 5.1, (G — 26, 2.3), which were obtained from
the combined data from the K*p experiment at 8.2 GeV/c, and 

a K~p experiment at 10.1 GeV/c.
The full pararaeterisation is obtained by combining 

expressions (5.2) and (5.3), which give the differential
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The full parameter!sation of the data in terms
of M and t' can now be expressed as:

/ Ltr e x p f i c M  -  c M  .£=—  Z= crc M  —  l- !r ------------— ( 5.4)
ctt'dLM  | -  e x p ( - c T M - * 9

where T = 1  (GeV/c)*^ for reaction (1)
T = 2  (GeV/c)^ for reaction (2)
M is the recoil effective mass
t* is the diff erence'between the four-moraentum-transfer 
-squared from the incident kaon to the particle, 
and the minimum possible four-momentum-transfer- 
squared for effective mass M.

The other parameters have been defined and evaluated 
previously.

This pararaeterisation is obtained by combining expressions 
(5.2) and (5.3), which give the differential t1 cross-section 
for each mass value, with expression (5.1) containing the 
differential effective mass cross-section.

Formula (5.4) is valid over the ranges:
0 <t'< X (GeV/c)2
2.1 < M(X"t’+ ) <4.0 GeV/c2

(reaction 1)

0 <t'< 2 (GeV/c)2
3 < M(X*'++) <4.2 GeV/c2 (reaction 2)

The majority of events is contained within these ranges.

V.8 Longitudinal Momentum
The Feynman x variable ( x=?ji) distribution for

n{T
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reactions (1) and 2̂) is shown in figure 5.9. The 
distribution is peaked at xcrO, as observed in other experiments. 
Exponential functions, exp (-B x ),fit this distribution well, 
on either side of x r  0, The distribution is asymmetric, 
with a sharper fall towards negative values of x than 
towards positive values. The negative side of the 
distribution, from pL= -1.0 to pL = 0 (i.e. x~-0.448 to x = 0) 
gave the parameters:

41 mb (±0.9), B = 9.30 (±0.16)
This compares with the values

<•^40 mb, B = 10.6 (±0.7)
from the fit to the backward IT spectrum in K+p data at 11.8 
GeV/c ( ref. 5.2). The corresponding fits for the forward 
part of the distribution (fitted from x = 0.0 to x = 0.448) are:

40 mb (±0.8), B?6.Q9 (±0.1) 
compared with: ^ 4 0  mb B=$«Q (±0.5) at 11.8 GeV/c
Comparing the numbers at 10 GeV/c (centre-of-mass energy 4.46 
GeV) and at 11.8 GeV/c (centre-of-mass energy 4.8 GeV) 
indicates a trend towards stronger peaking of the TT x-distribution 
about x=0 as beam momentum increases.. For reaction (1), the 
K° distribution peaks at around x=0.2, and has a rounded 
maximum, rather than the sharp peak of the distribution in 
reaction (2). The sides of the K° distribution ( over the 
ranges -l<p^<: 0, and 0.5 ̂ p ^  2.0, or -0.448 <Tx CO.0,
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0.224<Tx<0.896) fitted to the exponentials gave the values:
7.95 (,-0.25)nib, B-6.65 (±0.18) for x < 0  and
19.3 (±0.68)mb, B=3.32 (±0.07) for x>0. The authors

of reference (5.1) have not performed a similar fit to their
data. However, superimposing a curve to represent the 10 GeV/c
K+p data on figure 4 of reference (5.1) gives an approximate
comparison. The slight trend towards steeper exponential slopes
which is discernable in figure 5.10 for the K^p data at 8.2 GeV/c,
compared with the 5 GeV/c data, continues when the beam momentum
is increased to 10 GeV/c* The energy fndepindence-for d<^dx
mentioned in references 5.1 and 5.2 does not, therefore, seem
to hold accurately, at least in K+p interactions between 5
and 11.8 GeV/c , for ‘TH~and K° distributions. Comparison with
data from the 16 GeV/c K̂ "p (ref. 5.4) experiment, when this
becomes available, should help to clarify this.

The Feynman variable, f(x, pT ), (see Chapter I) was also
investigated. It was found that, as in reference (5.2),d'F( *> pT)

dr-
was not independent of pT (i.e. f(x,pT ) cannot be factorised 
into g(x)xh(pT ) for 1T~ or K° distributions. The f(x,pT) 
distributions for K° and 7T~ from reactions (1) and (2) are 

shown in figure 5.11, integrated over p̂ .. It was found that 
an exponential function of x did not fit these distributions 
satisfactorily. . Confirmation of the scaling behaviour of x 
for the f(x,pT ) distribution will depend on data at other 
beam momenta (in a suitable form for comparison) becoming 

available.
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V.9 Conclusions

Momentum spectra from events which have been kinematically 
fitted, show that the 'leading particle* behaviour which is 

observed in longitudinal momentum distributions may also be 
exhibited, though in a much less pronounced way, in the 
transverse momentum distributions.

Inclusive data for TT and K° production in K^p interactions 
at 10 GeV/c, when compared with TT data at 11.8 GeV/c, and 
K° data at 5 and 8.2 GeV/c, suggests that the distribution 
in the Feynman variable x is not energy independent at these 
energies.

The cross-section for K production in K p interactions 
is, however, constant within experimental error between beam 
momenta of 5 and 10 GeV/c, and equal to 1/3 of the total K p

cross-section.
To establish the validity of Feynman*s ideas mentioned 

in Chapter I, data at different beam momenta relating to the 
Feynman variable is needed,,presented in a manner which 

allows comparisons between different experiments.
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10 GeV/c 8.2 GeV/c 5 GeV/c 1

a-jojdc^p)

CriNEI|(K+p)
TOTAL X-SECTN.
FOR K° PRODUCTION

m  b
17.3(1.1)
14.0(1.4)

5.65(1.37)

m b
17.2(+.l)
13.8(1.3)

5.76(1.33)

m b  1 
17.2(1.2)
13.6(1.3) |

J
\

5.76(1.21) j*. ' - ' »
WITHOUT K°

2-PRONG
WITH K°

5.50(1.11)

2.86(1.21) 3.09(1.21)

\
i1j

4.24(1.20) j
WITHOUT K° I 4.70(1.18) 

4?PR0NG w i t h k o |2.31(t.ll) 2.40(1.15)

k
%

I
1.48(1.12) j

WITHOUT K° 1.45(1.09) 
6-PRONG WITR Ko j #44(+,o4) .27(1.05)

j
0.04(1.01) |

WITHOUT K° .18(1.02) 
8-PRONG WITH Ko | <0/j.(+>01) .002(1.00l)| - j
Total and partial cross-sections for K° production, and 
for events without K° (where figures available) from 
10 GeV/c K+p, compared with data from reference 5*1 for 
K+p at 8.2 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c

TABLE 5.1
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Figure Captions
5.1 Peyrou Plots (transverse momentum against centre- 

of-mass longitudinal momentum) for:
(a) K° , p,1T , and TT from two, four and six prong 

events without V°

(h) As (a), but for events with associated K° decay.

5#2 Average centre-of-mass longitudinal momentum for kaons J 
and protons for two,four and six prong four-constraint 

fits (with and without V 0 )^ plotted against the number 

of secondary particles

In the following figure captions, reaction (l) refers to the 

reaction: K+ p -> K°x’H'

and reaction (2) is: K+ p->TtX*H+

5.3 Recoil effective mass for (above) reaction (1)
(below) reaction (2) j

5.4 Exponential fits to recoil effective mass for reaction(l; 

(above) for all events

(below) for events with *fc(K/K°)< 1,0 (GeV/c)2

5.5 As for figure 5.4, but for reaction (2).

5.6 t f(K^K°) distribution for reaction (1) (above), j 

and t f{K*/TO'distribution for reaction (2) (below),

5.7 Exponential fits to t f(K/K°) distribution (reaction (1)) 

for three 500 MeV/c wide recoil mass intervals,

5.8 Slope parameter from exponential fits to t 1 distributions! 

for reactions (l) and (2)f shown as functions of recoil 

effective mass. The straight lines represent the fits | 

of equation (5.3) to the distributions.



5.9 Feynman »x» (=2pL//s*) distributions for reactions 
(1) and (2), The straight lines represent exponent
ial fits to the data 

5*10 The Feynman !x' distribution from the Glasgow 10 GeV/c 
experiment (reaction (1)), shown as a smooth curve, 
superimposed on the data contained in figure 4 of 
reference 5*1. The right-hand diagram contains 
data from K+p interactions at 5GeV/c, 8*2 GeV/c and 
10 GeV/c, while the diagram on the left shows data 
from the K p experiments at 8 GeV/c and 10 GeV/c, 
and K~p data at 10.1 GeV/c.

5.11 Feynman ff* distribution for reactions (1) and (2)
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VI»1 Introduction

The vast increase in the amount of film from bubble chambers 
in the last decade has necessitated a matching increase in 
automation of the data handling systems. Several on-line 
film measuring systems have been developed. Some of these are 
computer controlled,requiring operator intervention only in 
certain circumstances, while others are operator guided and 
use the on-line computer to record and check the measurements.

VI•2 B.M.P. System
The Scanning and Measuring Projector (S.M.P.) was devised 

in 1960. These machines require an operator,who guides a 
rotating periscope system (see figure 6,1) along track images 
projected onto a flexible opaque white blind. The moving track 
image is detected by a photomultiplier below the bench mark 
plate, and the position of the track segment obtained by adding 
the periscope co-ordinates (R,0) vectorially to the bench mark 
position. The measuring rate attainable with an S.M.P. machine 
is of the order of 12 or 13 events per hour. The overall 
accuracy of the S.M.P. system is of the order of 2 microns on 
film (ref. 6.1). The 'least count* accuracy for one individual

digitising is around 5 microns.
The main disadvantage of the S.M.P. system is the lack of 

bubble density information. Also,the area of film which can be 
measured is limited by the area of the bench mark plate.
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The digitising periscope is guided by hand,and so the pattern 
recognition problems in, for example, finding associated 
charged decays of neutral particles do not occur to the same 
extent as with computer guided machines.
VI.3 H.P.D. System

The H.P.D. is a fast high precision digitiser. The flying 
spot,which is produced mechanically from a fixed light source 
(see figure 6.2), is around 10 to 15 microns in diameter - much 
smaller than can be obtained from a C.R.T. spot without de
magnification. The film is digitised by moving the film stage 
perpendicular to the spot trajectory, and measuring the position 
of the stage after each flying spot line. T

The small spot gives high accuracy digitisings, correct to 
less than 2 microns on film. The overall accuracy of H.P.D. 
measurements is about one micron. The measuring rate is much 
higher than for operator dependent machines like the S.M.P.'s - 
100 events per hour being the order of magnitude (ref. 6.2).

The main disadvantage is that the tracks must be pre
digitised fairly accurately before measurement, in order that 
the large number of digitisings obtained from each view may be 
reduced to those points lying within 'Toads" which are around 
400 microns wide along the tracks of interest. Several 
scanners and scan tables are devoted to providing pre—digitisings 
for one H.P.D, and the processing rate for each scan table 
(roughly ten events per hour) is comparable with the measurement

rate of the S.M.P.



The amount of information obtained from digitising one view 
is large, and therefore a large amount of computer storage is 
needed to hold this data before the filter programme can reduce 
it. This problem is particularly acute with the DAPR system, 
in which all the information from each view from the H.P.D. 
is stored as input for the pattern recognition programme.
VI.4 P.E.P.R.

The Precision Encoder and Pattern Recognition Device (PEPR) 
utilises a high precision G.R.T. in which the spot is defocused 
to form a line segment up to 2mm long. Both the position and 
direction of tracks can be obtained from P.E.P.R. data.

The measurement rate for P.E.P.R. is roughly of the same 
order of magnitude as the H.P.D. rate* although as many as 400 
events per hour have been measured (on film containing two prong 
events with vertices pre-digitised, ref. 6.3).

One disadvantage of the line segment sweep in the P.E.P.R. 
system is the impossibility of extracting ionisation information 
from the data. A separate scan, in which the C.R.T. spot is 
focused on the film, is necessary to obtain the bubble density.

VI.5 Polly
Polly is, in concept, similar to P.E.P.R., except that the 

focused CRT spot is used to scan the film, instead of the line 
segment used in P.E.P.R. A high precision CRT produces a 
circular spot which can be deflected to any of 4096 X 4096 
major deflection spots on the CRT screen. The spot performs 
'slice scans1, consisting of up to 128 parallel scan lines, in
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any of 32 directions* Digitisings from these scans give the 
position and width of the track images on film. The Polly 
software uses the information from previous scans to follow 
tracks across the film until a vertex is found. The region 
around the vertex is then searched for tracks radiating out 

from that point. Secondary tracks are then followed outwards 

from the vertex. The origional Polly machine (ref. 6.4) at 
Argonne used pre-scanned film, with vertices pre-digitised 
to 1mm accuracy. Polly II at Argonne has successfully 
measured unscanned film (pp 2.3 GeV/c film, measuring 2 , 4,
6, and 8 prongs) at a rate of between 70 and 100 events per 
hour (ref. 6.5). The Glasgow Polly will also measure 
unscanned film, requiring operator assistance only for 
difficult events. The operation of Polly is slower than 
P.E.P.R. or HJ?,D., due in part to slower hardware. On the 
other hand, the elimination of pre-scanning and digitising 

of the film is an important advantage.
Distortions introduced by the use of a C.R.T. must be 

corrected as far as possible in Polly. This is done in Polly 
by pincushion correction in the deflection logic, and 
residual distortion is corrected for by scanning a rectangular 
grid and fitting a fifth order polynomial correction factor

to the measurements of the grid.
The accuracy is estimated at around 2 microns on film

for the Argonne Polly machines.
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VI.6 Polly at Glasgow

The Polly measuring machine at Glasgow is based on the 
Polly II device at Argonne, with some alterations. These 
were necessitated by the following factors:
(a) Pictures from the CEHN 2m HBC are larger than the film 
being measured at Argonne. *

(^) ■A'k CEHN, the three views of the bubble chamber necessary 

for geometrical reconstruction of. the tracks are mounted on 
separate rolls of film, while in Argonne the views are
mounted sequentially on one roll.
(c) Argonne Polly is linked to a Sigma 7 computer, while the
Glasgow Polly shares an IBM 360/44 machine, and an IBM 2250
display unit.

A brief account of the following topics, which are 
relevant to the work done by the author, is included below:

(a) Optical System
(b) Measuring System
(id) CRT Spot Deflection Logic
(d) Operator - Computer Communication
(e) filtering of Output Signal

VI*7 Optical System
A diagram of the Glasgow Polly is shown in figure 6.3.

There are two main optical systems using common components.
The light from the CRT spot passes through the CSRN 3 lens
and is divided into two rays by the splitting prism. One ray
is imaged onto the film (with a magnification of 0.£>8



approximately J , passes through the condenser lens, and is 
reflected into the signal photomultiplier. The other ray 

passes from the splitting prism along an identical light path 
(but without film), to the reference photomultiplier. The |
pulses from the signal photomultiplier are measured relative j

. V

to the reference photomultiplier level, and are therefore ■ii;
independent of variations in phosphor response across the 
C.R.T. surface.

The other optical system produces an enlarged picture i,; j'
(X 8.9) of the film view for the operator. When the rotating |
mirror (see figure 6.3) is in the alternative position, light

I*'from a quartz iodine lamp passes through the splitting prism, 
and one ray is focused by the optical projection lens onto a t
translucent screen in front of the operator. The two systems

■ ijiare interlocked to switch the photomultipliers off while the I!
■ i •!optical picture is displayed. |j|

VI.8 Measurement System |
The Glasgow Polly has two measuring modes ~ a slice scan j[[

; Uli; ;i:
mode, and a raster scan mode, which can be called to digitise !'

I.
a larger area of the film in order to produce a computer iji:

(|!re-constructed view on the IBM 2250 display unit. The raster j
i ’!scan mode is normally used only for difficult events, although j
hi j:;it could also be used as a substitute for pre-scanning if, for j|':

example, only events of a certain topology are to be measured, j] i|

VI.9 C.R.T. Spot Deflection Logic j:|
The method of measuring the film consists of deflecting j.j!i

the C.R.T. spot to the desired major deflection point, which iji:
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can be any point on a square array of 4096x4096 points across 
the C.R.T. face. (The array of major deflection points measures 
128X128 mm. on the film,with the major deflection divisions 

measuring 31.25 microns.) The spot then can scan along a short 
line from the major deflection point (or scan line ■master point1) 
in any one of 32 directions. The x- and y- deflection currents 
to produce these short scan lines consist of ramp currents 
which rise with constant speed. For directions which make 
45° or less with the x (or y) deflection direction, the projection 
of the spot on the x ( or y) axis moves with the constant speed 
of 8 microns per microsecond. The velocity of the spot (the 
vector sum of the x and y motions) therefore varies as V/cos9 , 
where 9 is the angle between the direction of motion and the 
x- or y-axis direction (whichever gives the smaller value of 
|e|). After completion of one scan line, the spot is moved to 
the major deflection point nearest to the first scan line 
master point ( in a direction orthogonal to the scan line 
direction), so as to be positioned to move along a second 
scan line, parallel to the first line. Up to 127 parallel 
scan lines,covering a rectangular area on film, constitutes 

a ‘slice scan* (see figure 6.4).
The Argonne hardware logic to generate the slice scans 

was found to be unnecessarily complicated. The author redesigned 
this logic completely, using a less expensive series of logic

modules.

i



This hardware logic consists of two sections:
(a) Slice Scan Direction Logic, and
(b) Edge Count Logic
(a ) Slice Scan Direction Logic

The binary codes for the 32 possible slice scan directions 
are illustrated in figure 6.5 The sequence of master points 
for a series of scan lines is generated in the x- and y- 
master point position counters. For scan lines in the first half 
of the first quadrant, the x- and y- master point position counters 
work by adding one to the x-counter, and advancing the y~counter 
by a fraction appropriate to the slice direction. For example, 
the *1 in 4* direction ( direction code 00001) is generated as 
in figure 6.6 for an initial master point at (70,100), say.

For slice directions in the other quadrants where subtracting 
•J,i or f to one of the counters is involved, the fractional bits 
are subtracted from the position counters, but the position count 
is not decremented until the fractional bit equals one. The 
* -1 in 2 * line (direction 11110), for example, is illustrated 

in figure 6.7
A five bit register specifies the direction of the slice 

scan. The slice direction decoding logic is designed to enable 
the correct sequence of master points to be generated from the 
direction register, using a pulse from the computer which signifies 
the beginning of a new line. Logic circuits, using DEC *M* Series 
Modules (ref 6.6), were designed by the author to generate the 
master points. These have now been built and tested (ref. 6.7)
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and perform successfully in Polly*
(b) Ec Ige Count Logic

The position of the C.K.T. spot, relative to the master point 
for each scan line, is measured at any time by counting the 

number of oscillator clock pulses which have elapsed since the 
spot left the master point ( the redge count1).(The least count 
from this oscillator is equivalent to \  of the time taken to 
move the spot between two adjacent major deflection points* It 
is convenient to approximate the major deflection division size 
on film, 31.25 microns, to 32 microns. One micron then equals 
1.023 'Polly, microns1, and the least count from the oscillator 
corresponds to between 8 and § /2  Polly microns, depending on the 
scan line direction). However, the master points for the scan 
lines in one slice scan are not usually colinear (see figures
6.5 and 6.6). To simplify the calculation of position on the film 
the edge counter is designed to modify the number of pulses 
recorded, to compensate for this non-colinearity, so that 
effectively the position of the spot is measured from the side 
of the slice scan, rather than from the non-colinear master 
points. The exact edge count modification for each scan line 
in a block of four is, generally, a non-integral number of clock 
pulses (the relative position of the edge of the slice scan,and 
the scan line roaster points,for slice scan directions in the 

1st quadrant, are shown in figure 6.8). Using the nearest 
integral value of clock pulses to the required exact modification 
integers is considered in table 6.1 Prom symmetry, only the



five slice scan directions '0000U' to '00100* require to 
be considered, and since directions '00000' and '00100* 
need no correction, only 3 slice scan directions are 

included in Table 6.1. Choosing the edge count modification 
as the integral value nearest to the exact desired 
modification gives the lowest error for directions '00001' 
and '0011®, while for direction '00010® the alternative 
set of integers (third column in table 6.1) reduces the 
residual error. The effect of increasing the clock pulse 
frequency so that 8 or 16 clock pulses elapse while the spot 
crosses one major deflection division was also investigated 
and is illustrated in Table 6.1. Doubling the clock pulse 
frequency does not change the residual error appreciably, 
while four times the frequency gives a decrease in error 
(averaged over the three directions) from 0.51 microns to
0.17 microns. However, multiplying the clock frequency by 
four would mean increasing the edge counter from seven to 
nine bits: this would not then conveniently fit into the byte 
structure of the computer, which has an 8 bit byte. 
Alternatively, one could increase the edge counter to eight 
bits and half the width of a slice. The increase in accuracy 
would not make either of these possibilities worthwhile. The 
residual error can be corrected in the programme.

Figure 6.9(a) is a truth table for edge count 
modification. NLQ5 and NL06 are the two least significant 
bits of the 'number of lines' counter. These are used to 
determine whether a particular line is the first, second.



third, or fourth of a block of four. The sequence recycles 
after four lines, so only these two bits need be examined. An 
example of the final logic drawings is illustrated in figure 
6.id' . This is the edge counter control derived from the truth 
table of figure 6.9*
VI.10 Operator - Computer Communication

In the original Argonne Polly I system, a T.V. scan of 
the film on a monitor oscilloscope was provided by a system 
which was separate from the precision measuring system and a 
cursor on the monitor could be positioned by the operajbor to 

indicate to the computer regions of the film which were to be
measured. In Polly II at Argonne, a computer positioned//
optical cursor on an optical projection of the film replaces 
the monitor oscilloscope and cursor, allowing the operator to 
see which region of the film is being measured. Ah I.D.I. 
display C.R.T. displays the slice scan information to the 
operator, and allows operator communication with the computer 

whenever necessary.
The Glasgow Polly does not have the optical cursor 

facility on the optical projection of the picture because 
early tests on the Argonne Polly indicated that for most 
events the optical marker was not essential. (Initial 
experience with the machine has, however, led us to believe 
that with more difficult film the optical marker will be of 
such advantage that we intend to add this facility to our 
machine). An alternative facility included in the Glasgow 
Polly is the raster scan. This is produced by the same C.R.T.



and electronics as the precision measuring slice scan mode, 
and can be used, when necessary, to digitise one view in six 
or seven seconds. The spacing between the lines of the raster 
scan is eight times larger than the slice scan lines, and the 
scan line length is also longer. The data from the raster scan 
consisting of the line number and centre co-ordinate of each 
signal pulse, is reconstructed on the l.B.M. 2250 visual 
display unit by a programme written by the author.

The raster scan programme allows the operator to 
communicate with the computer via the *2250® display keyboard 
and track ball to indicate, for example, where the vertex 
lies. This is done by positioning a cross on any point on the 

picture, using the track ball. The *2250* picture can also be
enlarged by the operator about any point of interest, by
selecting an option on the programme function keyboard.

The number of points which can be displayed on the *2250® 
screen is limited by the size of the '2250® buffer. For a 
typical frame,oonly about one quarter of the raster scan 
digitisings can be reconstructed on the screen.
VI.11 Filtering of the Photomultiplier Output Signal

The photomultiplier output voltage is passed through a 

filter, to reduce high frequency noise. As mentioned 
previously, Glasgow Polly is designed to measure film from
the 2m C35RN H.B.G., which, with an image size of 128mm x 50mm
is approximately double the length of the film dimension 
specification for the Argonne Polly machines. The Glasgow 
Polly design involved doubling the scale of the Argonne 
machines. Thus the scan speed, deflection currents, and
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op tical components are twice the size at Glasgow, and so the 
filter likewise requited modification to deal with the higher 
frequency signals produced by the 8ra/see C.R.T. spot speed.

The filter used in the Argonne circuitry is a sine-squared 
filter. To obtain the desired doubling of frequency cut-off, it 
was decided to decrease the capacitors and decrease the 
inductances by a factor of approximately two(the actual factor 
being dependent on the values commercially available) from the 
Argonne values. The author simulated the frequency 
characteristics of the new filter by using the programme ECAP 
(electronic circuit analysis programme - ref 6,8). The ECAP 
prediction of the filter output (for a sine wave input) is 
compared with the actual output obtained in figure 6.12. The 
frequency characteristics (from ECAP calculations), and filter 
design are illustrated in figure 6.. 11. The phase lag varies 

linearly with frequency ( 0  = k f , say, where k* TT/(/.9*l<f)) • The 
attenuation can be described fairly accurately below 400kc/s by 

the function:

The simplicity of these analytic forms for the frequency 

characteristics make possible in the next chapter an 
investigation of the output pulse shape and duration obtained 

from Polly hardware for various film and C.R.T, spot 

conditions.

where 4 x 10r / l T  

and f = frequency.
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TABLE 6.1 - Edge Count Modification
t

Number of j 
clock pulses 
per magor ja p -f ”1 p 4- ■? vi __i

4 clock 
pulses

8 clock 
pulses

16 clock 
pulses

va Cl U-LwJLi |
division a b c a b c

7
a b c

bine 1 0.94 1 «. 1.88 i 2 2 3.76 4 —
1 in 4 T • oLine 2 1.88 2 - 3.76 4 4 7.52 8 -

Line 3 2.83 3 - 5.66 j 6 5 11.32 11 -
Sum of 
errors* 0.35 — !0.70 -.30 0.40 -
Mean
error* 0.70 — i 0.30 0.20 —
Line 1 1.6 2 ; 2 3.2 I 3 — 6.4 6 6

2 in 4 Line 2 0 0 0
;

0 0 - 0 0 0
Line 3 1.6 2 1 3.2 3 - 6.4 6 7
Sum of 
errors* 0.8 -0.2 0.4 — -0.8 0.2 |
Mean
error* c ’ 0.4 0.4 - .11 j

?
Line 1 1.9 2 - 3.84 4 - 7.7 ' 8 8

3 in 4 Line 2 1,28 1 2.56 3 - 5.1 5 5
Line 3 0.64 1 - 1.28 1 - 2,6 3 2
Sum of
errors* 0.16 0.3 0.6 -..4

Mean
error* 0.39 0.39 0.22

Column ,a* : Edge count modification (in clock pulses) 
indicated from figure 6.8

Column 'b1 : Nearest integral value to required modification.

Column *cf : Alternative set of integral values to those

shown in column 9b f, which give a lower average

error than those of column fb f.
* : The sum of errors for lines 1,2 and 3 is in clock pulses,

•The mean error is the average error (in microns) over j
the set of four scan lines in the sequence. In cases

i
where an alternative set of integers exist, it correspondsj
to t h e  l o w e r  e r r o r ;



Figure Captions

6.1 S.M.P. periscope and photomultiplier system.
6.2 H.P.D. spot generator.
6.3 Glasgow Polly optical system ( from progress on 

Polly at Glasgow*, see list of Publications)
6.4 Diagram of the slice scan concept. The parallel 

lines represent the C.R0T. spot path crossing a 
series of bubbles (shown dotted).

6.5 The 32 possible slice scan directions, with corresp
onding binary codes,

6.6 C.R.T. spot path for successive scan lines for 
*1 in 4 f slice scan. The master point generation 
for the slice scan lines is shown in figure 6.6(b).

6.7 As figure 6.6, but showing *-1 in 2* direction.
6.8 Relation between the master points for four slice 

scan directions, and the fedge* of the slice scan.
The correction required for each line is the distance 
between the master point, and the *edge*.

6.9 The edge count modification. The left-hand column 
contains the binary code for the slice scan direction. 
The centre columns show the modifications required 
for lines 2,3 and 4 of each sequence of four lines, 
and the right-hand column shows the fractional count 
( i 9i  or f ) by which the X- (or Y-) counter is increm
ented after each scan line.

6.10 Logic diagram to generate the edge count modification 
shown in figure 6.9 . QG, HC and TQC are the fractional



counts (as above), NL05 and NL06 are the line count 
least significant bits, and CD02 is the third most 
significant bit of the slice scan direction counter 
(i.e. CD02 is FALSE for slice scans in the first half 

• of each quadrant, and TRUE for the second half), IEC1, 
DEC1 etc, denote the number of counts to be added to 
(or subtracted from) the edge count,

6.11 Frequency characteristics of Glasgow Polly photo
multiplier output signal filter, calculated from ECAP 
(ref, 6,8), The filter design is shown (inset),

6.12 Square wave input pulse response from filter,(below) 
photographed on a CRT screen, and (above), as predicted 
by ECAP.
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COUNTS ADDED

DIRN (NL05.NL06) (NL05.NL06) (NL05.NL06)

CORRESPOND!
FRACTIONAL
COUNT

00001 -1 -2 -3 QC
00010 -2 0 -1 HC
00011 -2 -1 -1 TQC
00100 0 0 0 —

00101 +2 + 1 + 1 TQC
00110 + 2 0 + 1 HC
00111 + 1 + 2 + 3 QC

01000 0 0 0 mm»
01001 -1 -2 -3 QC
01010 -2 0 -1 HC
01011 -2 -1 -1 TQC
0 1100 0 0 0 —

01101 +2 + 1 + 1 TQC
01110 + 2 0 + 1 HC
01111 + 1 +2 + 3 QC

10001 -1 -2 -3 QC
10010 -2 0 -1 . HC
10011 -2 -1 -1 TQC
10100 0 0 0 —

10101 + 2 + 1 + 1 TQC
10110 + 2 0 + 1 HC
10111 + 1 + 2 + 3 QC

11000 0 0 0 —

11001 -1 -2 - 3 QC
11010 -2 0 -1 HC
11011 -2 -1 -1 TQC
11100 0 0 0 —

11 101 + 2 + 1 +1 TQC
11110 + 2 0 + 1 HC
11111 +1 + 2 + 3 QC

EDGC COUNT MODIFICATION

FIGURE 6.9
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ECAP CALCULATION OF FILTER OUTPUT

Photograph of filter output and square wave input 
displayed on a C.R.T. face.

FIGURE 6.12



CHAPTER VII 
Information from Polly

VII.1 Introduction

The provision of reliable ionisation information is 
a most important consideration for any film measuring 

device. The ionisation along a track of given momentum 

depends on the particle mass, and in many cases this 

resolves kinematic ambiguities in the post measurement 
analysis of an event. The information obtained from Polly 
is particularly suitable for ionisation calculations. In 
addition to the usual 'hit or miss' informationpthe width 
of each track crossing is also measured.

The Argonne Polly software uses a semi-empirical 

formula for the bubble density(ref 7.1). The Argonne 

formula uses the number of misses (M), the number of 
hits (H),and the average track width (W) for a track.

The ionisation (b) is given by:

where 'k' is a constant for one view. (A glossary of 
the symbols used frequently in this chapter is included 
at the end of the chapter). The basis for this formula 

is the theory of gap length distributions in a bubble 
chamber track(ref 7.2). The distribution of gaps of 

length 'X' in a track of bubble density ‘b» is:

The constant 'a' is the minimum resolution distance, which 
is the smallest distance between adjacent bubble centres

(7.1)

(7.2)
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for which a gap between the bubblesican be discerned. The 
lacunarity(X) is the average fraction of track consisting 
of gaps, and, from (7.2), this is:

L ~  e x p  ( ~  b cl)  (7.3)
F o r the Polly measurements,the lacunarity L,and the 

average track width VV are given by:

l=tjtW w = vfH *  M
where T is the average pulse length, and ,yv ’ is the velocity 
of the G.R.T. spot image on the film. The formula (7.1) then 
follows directly from (7.3) if it is assumed that the average 
pulse length (T) multiplied by the spot image velocity (v) 
is proportional to the mean resolution distance (a),with 
the same constant of proportionality throughout one view.
In the following sections,the validity of relation (7.1) 
is investigated,and it is shown that better agreement with 
the data can be achieved using a modified formula.

VII.2 Photomultiplier Output Signal
The light .input to the photomultiplier is reduced as 

the image.of the G.R.T. spot,travelling across the film, 
crosses a bubble image. The shape and duration of the light 

variation is determined by:
(i)bubble image size,and distribution of silver grains on 

the film within the bubble image.
(ii)the size and velocity of the image on film of the C.R.T. 

spot,and the distribution of light intensity in the image.

(iii)the opacity of the bubble image,and of the surrounding

film.



The filtered output signal depends also on the frequency 
responce of the filter. The output pulse length is counted 
from whenever the output signal falls below a certain 
voltage (the discrimination level).
Bubble_Image and Si ze

Two bubble images, chosen from a minimum ionising 
beam track, were examined using an oil objective microscope 
with overall power 900. The silver grain density at 
different points along a central section across the bubble 
was estimated: histograms of the results are shown (figure 
7.1). It can be seen that, rather precisely, the grain 

density follows a Gaussian distribution across the bubble 
image.

Since the bubble image has no abrupt edges, any measure
of bubble diameter depends on judging when the visual
contrast falls below a certain level. To relate the
‘diameter1 of a bubble image (as measured from the optical
projection of the film in a conventional measuring machine)
to the standard deviation of the silver grain Gaussian
distribution, a paper model was constructed. The model
was made of.suspended layers of translucent paper: the
number of layers at any point on the XY plane was
approximately proportional to the Gaussian function,
exp(-(x%^)/2CT') . ‘£his was illuminated from various
positions, and a paper screen positioned so that the
shadow cast by the model fell;, on the screen. Measurement 
of the estimated ’diameter' of this shadow was made by
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severa.l people. The mean value of these estimates 
indicated that the 'diameter’ of the Gaussian was roughly 
three times the standard deviation. The following argu ments 
do not depend critically on this relation.

Two methods were used to measure bubble diameters on 
a beam track(a lOGeV/c K* beam track from the 2ra Gern 

HBC was measured). In the first, the positions of each 

end of each bubble were measured as accurately as possible.
A histogram of bubble radii obtained from these measurements 
is shown in figure 7.2. The main peak of the histogram 
occurs at bubble radius of around 14 microns, with the 
'standard' deviation' of the distribution around 4 microns.
A second smaller peak at around 25 microns could have 
been caused by double bubble images: when two images 
coalesce, the measured diameter of the composite image 
will be equal to or less than the sura of the diameters 

of the two individual bubbles.
Bubble centre separation also provides a method of 

assessing bubble image diameter. The distribution of 
bubble centre separations greater than x, say, is nexp(~3*0 
where n is the total number of bubbles. (See reference7.2).

A graph of the variation of the logarithm of the 

number of bubble centre separations greater than x, as a 
function of x, should be linear. However if the distance 
between the two bubble centres is less than the sum of 
their radii, these bubbles will not be resolved, and- 

the graph should deviate from linearity when *x' equals



twice the bubble radius. Figure 7.5, which contains data
from the same track as figure 7.2, gives an estimate of
bubble radius by this method in the range 7.5 to 15 microns

Using the approximate relation between bubble 'diameter
and standard deviation mentioned previously, the standard
deviation of the bubbles in the beam track measured range
between 6 and 12 microns.
CRT Spot Size

The author measured the CRT spot* size in Polly by
constructing a series of square wave gratings of different
wavelengths, which were photographed and measured. The
technique used is outlined in reference 7.5. By measuring
the modulation of the signal obtained by scanning the
spot across several different wavelength gratings, the
standard deviation of the spot (which is assumed :lto have
a Gaussian distribution of intensity on the CRT face;
was obtained. The value for the Polly spot was 16 microns

scanning along the 0 direction.
The spot size was also estimated travelling in the 45°

direction, when the velocity is higher. The standard
deviation in this case was 19 microns. The values of'the
spot standard deviation will depend on the precise focus
conditions, and the portion of the cathode ray tube face.
We can, however, conclude from the figures that the spot
size is of the same order of magnitude as the bubble size.

VII.5 Filtered Output Signal
An analytic expression for the output signal for the

Gaussian spot crossing a Gaussian bubble is obtainable
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using the frequency characteristics of the filter listed 
in the previous chapter.

The intensity of light, I, reaching the point (x,y) 
on film when the spot image is centred at point (D,E), 
say, is:

(7.4)Tsr-L-, expf- Cx-l»V 
■ z r r ^  ' L -----

where (J“ is the standard deviation of the spot.
The fraction of light transmitted, :T, when a bubble

image of standard deviation (T is centred at the origin,b
and (1 - A) is the transmission factor at the centre of 

the bubble, is.:
T" = I - R exp f- — f  

The light reaching the photomultiplier is:
= | - B « p [ - | j ^ ]  . (,.6)

(7.5)

here B =  A (■___ S ± -  )I or1- +- '
Wl

 ̂ "H- %
For the spot moving in the y-direction, with velocity 
v and passing through point (D,0), the photomultiplier 

light input, V* say, is:

V  (t) = I - B exp (- (7' 7>

where t is the time and s / v
The input signal can be expressed in terms of its frequency 

(u j ) components:
00

M. W  = 1 ~ W 1 expf ” c°s ^  a ’8)
putting d »  e x p i ~  D̂  /(2.S 

The filtered output voltage is (using the frequency 

characteristics of the filter):
oo

v. w 4 - f W f * “ s® * r'L‘ - H c”sw(" k ,d "
-0)
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where fu/kf is the phase delay introduced by the filter 
for a signal of frequency w.
Thus V0_ ( + t ^ = i - M ( exp [ - ^ J  +  l e x p [ - ( ^ VJ+ (7.10)

+£ exp[-(*££?])
where g = l ,25 microsec.

The pulse consists of three superimposed fiaussianies 
functions of equal standard, deviation, but displaced in 

time from each other by 1.25 microseconds.
To simplify the following calculations, the author 

approximated the above expression to a function of the 

form: V07+ + ̂ j = <* C exp(- (7.11)
with C and u functions of 07 and CJĵ , valid for all values 
of t, and for a range of spot and bubble standard deviations.

To obtain functional forms for C and u, sensible 
conditions to impose appeared to be that 
(a) Vj^O) must equal Vo( 0 )

0 >) the integral under the two curves \^(tf-k) and V^t^k) 
over the more important central region of the pulse 
(t + k = -  2s to t + k =  2s, say) must be equal i.e.

Applying criterion (a) gives
c=~~[i+ exp ( -  /̂2 Ŝ)] (7 .12)

and (b) gives
y  erf(jly) = (erf (Ji) + j - [ e r f ( j 2 + s/(Jzs)) + e r f ( j z - 3/(j2sjj]j H n ]

(1 •+• exp (- g7( i s 1))) ~
where y = s/u.

For the useful range of spot and bubble standard



deviations considered (from 9 to 30 microns) the right 
side of equation 7.13 was nearly constant (varying from

1.04 for s=1.75 to 0.97 for s = 5.15). Choosing y=r0.95 
gives equality in equation 7.13. The approximation for 
the voltage pulse is;
V0(t+k)= M J ] + (7<14)

The accuracy of approximation of equation 7.14 to equation
all7.10 is better than 3^ for values of time, and for all
A  '

bubble and spot deviations between 9 and 30 microns. Curves 
representing these voltage pulse equations for one value 
of spot and bubble standard deviation are shown in fig. 7.5. 
VII.4 Average discriminated Pulse Length

If the discrimination level is *Z • volts below clear 
film level,then the discriminated pulse length (1T ’) will be

Z „  (7 .U)
The maximum pulse length,which occurs for the spot crossing 

a bubble centre,is: / z )  (7.16)
and the maximum distance of closest approach of the spot to 
the bubble which will give a pulse below the discrimination

level is: Q  =  V./2S1 L0Gr(c/zj (7.11)
m x  v

The a v e r a g e  value of pulse length is obtained using the fact

that all values of 'D* are equally probable:
T  =  2 ^  [  Loa (c/z) -  X*/(2S''Vx)]"Ldx

Q. _ ■'

Jo ^
-  DM„UTr/(2Svj (7.18)
i.e. vT = % A X

since the ratio’u/s' is constant,from the previous section.

D can be taken as a measure of the minimum resolutionMAX



distance,and so,according to (7.18),the bubble density is giv 
correctly by the Argonne formula (7.1). This result is 

independent of discrimination level,film transmission factor, 
and the spot and bubble sizes of the section of track.

The main factors which have been omitted in the above 
calculations are:

(i) Phosphor rise and fall time. It is assumed that the 
spot shape is Gaussian.However,the spot shape (and size) 
may vary with scanning velocity.

(ii) There is a cut-off on pulse length accepted by the Polly 
software,to reduce noise. Pulses below this cut«off are 
ignored.

(iii) It is assumed that bubbles are a uniform size,whereas 
there is a spread of bubble radii (see figure 7*2)

(iv) Bubbles on dense tracks coalesce to form clusters,in 
which the individual bubbles cannot be resolved.

VI1.5 Agreement with Bata
To check the validity of (7*1) experimentally,the author 

took readings of average track width O'O and lacunarity (L) 
for several slice scans along a segment of track,at different 
discriminator settings and GET focus currents (P). Prom 
(7.1) and (7.18), the graphs of logL against W shown in fig.
7.5 should be straight lines,passing through the point 
L®1, W-0. Por each focus current, the experimental points 
lie on straight lines,but the lines have intercepts on the 
W axis varying between 10 and 25 microns. This suggests that
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we must consider the effects of points (ij to (iv) above, 
since formulae"-7'. 1 and 7.14 are clearly not accurate, (The 
Argonne Polly software divides the bubble density given

the bubble density of a track inclined at 'O' to the x- 
^or y-) axis of the Polly coordinate system.)
VII.6 Corrections to the Bubble Density Expression.

In this section we will consider the effects of factors
(i) to (iv), mentioned previously, on the bubble density 
expression (7.1).
Ii) Phosphor Rise and Pall Time

The finite time of response of the CRT phosphor may 
change the shape of the output voltage signal. An equation 
which describes the behaviour of the phosphor layer on 

the CRT face is:

where N(x,t) is proportional to the number of excited

decay constant associated with the phosphor. I(x,t,) is 
the intensity of current hitting the phosphor layer.

For a square wave pulse of incident current, this 
equation predicts an exponential rise and fall of light 
output, as is observed experimentally. This gives confidence 
that it is reasonable to apply equation (7.19) to a more

complex current distribution.
For a moving Gaussian current distribution, equation

(7.19) becomes:

by (7.1) "by a purely empirical factor, cos Q, which increases

= I(x,t) -  \ N
cl C

(7.19)

phosphor molecules at time t, position x, and X is  a

j - XN (7.20)
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The solution at t to this equation is:

and the lightoutput at t = T  for the film transmission
factor given in (7.5) is:
• I- p expC-XT) erfc ( q X -  T/(Z?)) 
with and p--^TAs8exp(5|.)1with

(7.22)

The signal output from the filter is:

(7.23)
where ^ (t) =  e xp (~ X t) erfc (cjX — t"/(2^))

The value of A for the phosphor used, with the normal 
range of CRT cathode current of between 2 and 4 Aa, and 

a circular spot of standard deviation 15A, is A = 5.5 A  ire c~! 

The curve represented by equation (7.23) was computed as 
a function of time, with different values of spot and 
bubble diameter. The results obtained show that the phosphor 

rise and fall time introduces a time lag of order half a 
microsecond to the voltage pulse, relative to the pulse 
expression obtained by neglecting the effect. The shape 
of the pulse, however, is elmost the same (see fig 7.7) 
and so the previous results are not invalidated by this 

effect.
^il) Cut-off on. Pulse Length

Equation (7.18) was derived assuming that all pulses 
could be detected. However, pulses of one clock pulse 
duration or less are rejected by the Polly software, to 
reduce noise. This corresponds to a lower limit of between 
12 and 17 microns, depending on spot velocity, and on the



track width W. (The programme which was used to obtain the 
results for figure 7.6 rejected all pulses of two clock 

pulses or less.) Denoting the cut-off pulse length by Tcirr 
the maximum value of D (cf 7.17) becomes:

h u r  ~  V J ' l S ' i L O C ,  ( c / z ) - ' C / ( 8 U 1) (7.24)

■ = V (ir)0 ~ lTI'1') "Dwx /-
where m =  / TM W

The average pulse length is now:
— <- / ' *■} /  /* CwTT  = 2 J oa(c/z) - X 1/ (2$WL)J M  J cL-y

O ■ °
=  Di»* C0S~l ( m ) ] / ( l ( i - i m ' ) ' / - ) (7.25)

A ‘corrected* pulse length, T», can be defined such

that W~vT* gives the correct bubble density in (7.1):
f ( m / T  (7.26)

where f ( n i ) =  C P ~  ^  +  r>lJ „  U (7.27)
2 ( 1 - ^ ) .  ' TT

The correction T-T* is graphed in figure 7.80 as a function 

of f.
(iii) Distribution of .Bubble Sizes

We have assumed that the bubble density for data 
from a series of slice scans will be given correctly by 

considering all the bubbles to be of equal radius. Figure
7.2 illustrates that the distribution of bubble radii 
about the mean radius ( ^ 1 4  s i )  has a ‘standard deviation*
of around 4 M , giving a ratio:

-Is- ^  3  (7.28)
0“

Taking the distribution of bubble radii as approximately 

Gaussian,
N (r) =  - O L r  V  exp f-tzJ-sT) X l / c r f  (Jf  -*■ I )  (7.29)

■ 1 J i r ' < r x 1 'if / /
where bubble standard deviation

r ~ most probable value of bubble standard deviation



and where the error function is to ensure normalisation 
over the physical region of bubble radii from r = 0 to r~CG 

The dependence of C (equn. 7.12) on the bubble and spot 
sizes means that small bubbles (for :which C<Z, equn. 7.15) 
cannot be detected. This results in the bubble density 
being underestimated by an amount which depends on the 
discrimination level. If the smallest bubble detectable 
is rM)N , the number of bubbles lost is:

the - depending on whether r rA .° MIN' <  &

The average bubble standard deviation r# will then

The bubble standard deviation r must be related to pulse 
lengths for use to be made of the above relations. The 
general relation between maximum pulse length and standard 
deviation (equn. 7;16) involves discriminator level and 
spot size, but if we take a first order linear relation 
between bubble standard deviation and pulse length, for 

a given discriminator level:

formulae 7;29 and 7.30 can be expressed directly in terms

(7.30)

be (for rfl > rMW ):
r r N f r M r  = £r = iua_____  = &L

J* N (r) cLr

of T 0 (the pulse length corresponding to rD ), the ratio 

and the cut-off pulse length Tcur *
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Using a''corrected* pulse length, T 1, as in section (ii) 
above, the correction factor T - T' is graphed in figure 7.10 
as a function of T. The central curve corresponds to

ĈMy-T-

(as in 7.28) and the upper ‘error bar' shows the effect 
of this ratio reaching 3.8, while the lower error bar 
corresponds to 2.2. It is clear that the correction varies 
rapidly when the ratio takes larger values. This dependence 
of the correction on the ratio, and also tne non-rigour 
of the linear approximation between bubble radius and pulse . 
length, means that accurate correction for this factor by 
this method is not possible in Polly. Fortunately the 
correction necessary in the normal operating region of Polly 
is very small (less than 5% at 5 clock pulses), and so a 
very approximate correction is sufficient.
(iv) Cluster Formation

So far we have derived formulae which apply to the CRT 
spot image crossing isolated bubbles. We must take account 

of bubble images merging to form continuous clusters. The 
effect of cluster formation on equn. 7.1 can be calculated 
only if some assumption is made about the behaviour of bubble 
images in this situation. A sensible assumption appears to 
be that a cluster of bubbles, which cannot be individually 
resolved by Polly, gives rise to a string of pulses which, 
away from the ends of the cluster, are each of length T 
(the maximum pulse length obtained by scanning across the 

centre of an isolated bubble). (See figure 7.4).



The average number of gaps >a (the resolution distance)

•̂s k exp(— b aj =• b L (7.32)
So the number of clusters is bL. The total blob is 1 » L. 
Thus the average measured pulse length, taking cluster 
formation into account, is :
“j~ kLa~T 4- (I — L —  k L  a) __ (7.33)blob {_ L

Using b =  -J- U&-}-, (7.33) becomes:CA. L»
Lp   — L (log, L) T" "4*0 — L + L  log. L.) '77/.ox
blolo i L

| 4. ( I "  Tr) L  LOG, L
- L TT

(since T = E T MftX , from 7.16,7.17, and 7.18).
This correction factor is graphed, as a function of 
lacunarity, in figure 7.9. As expected, the correction 
predominates at low lacunarities (dense tracks).
VII.7 Agreement of Corrected Bubble Density Expression 

with Data
The corrections discussed above are shown superimposed 

on the data in figure 7.9. For the spot in focus((focus 
current, F , around 4.73 or 4.93units), the corrected points 
lie on straight lines which do approximately pass through 
the point (L = 1.0,Wc0) as desired. The corrected points 
which correspond to low track widths (where the approximate 
correction from section (iii) becomes appreciable) tend to 
deviate from the straight line. (Points with uncorrected 
W less than 25 microns have been omitted from the corrected



graphs, since the correction from section (iii) is large 
for these). When the spot is badly defocused (F = 4.25) the 
corrections do not improve the results appreciably, and 

the points no longer lie on a straight line. Some of the 
formulae (e.g. 7.14) depend on the bubble- spot size ratio 
lying within a certain range. If the spot becomes very 
large, through defocusing, the formulae will become less 
accurate.

Figure 7.113, which includes all the corrected and 
uncorrected points from figure 7.6 (with the exception of 
the defocused region, F = 4.25) illustrates that using 
different discrimination levels and spot sizes gives a 
spread of points about a straight line which, for the 
corrected points, passes near the point (L=1,W~0). The 
spread of average track width on either side of the line, 
for a fixed lacunarity, is about 5 microns in the.lower 
half of the curve (W greater than 30Ac), where Polly will 
normally operate. This gives confidence that bubble densities 
obtained for a section of track with different discriminator 
settings and focus conditions will be reliable to within 15$.

No production data from the Glasgow Polly has, at the 

time of writing, passed through the chain of post-raeasureraent 
analysis programmes, and so the bubble density from Polly 
cannot be compared with the momentum of tracks which have 
been unambiguously identified by the KINEMATIOb programme. 
However, the author measured a two prong event which had 

been previously measurea on the SMP system. The corrections
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were applied to the Polly measurements, and the bubble 
density estimate from Polly compared with the predictions 
from the KINEMATICS programme, (based on the SMP measurements) 
and also from direct measurements of the bubble density 
using a microscope (see Table 7.1). From table 7.1, it 
is clear that equn. 7.1 seriously underestimates the bubble 
density of the secondary tracks: the corrected bubble 

densities agree much better with the bubble density values 
from the KINEMATICS programme, and the microscope estimates. 
VII.8 Conclusion

Despite the assumptions which had to be made in the 
previous sections to obtain the corrections to the bubble 
density formulae, these corrections appear to agree 
sufficiently well with data from Polly. For normal Polly 
production running, with the cut-off on pulse lengths of 

one clock pulse duration, a formula for bubble density of 

the form:

should give the corrected bubble density. (Here we have 
used the fact that, above a pulse length of around 4 clock 
pulses, the combined correction from figures 7.8 and 7.10 
is approximately constant, at around § of a clock pulse.)

b = ____________-



Frequently Used Symbols 
A : Fraction of light absorbed by film.

B : A ( ’= r c ^ = x ) '

G : f [ '  +  e x p ( -

D : Distance of closest approach of CRT spot to bubble.
I )  : Maximum distance between CRT spot, and bubble, for MAX 9 *

which bubble is still detected.

F : CRT focus current.
H : Number of fhitsf.

L : Lacunarity.
M : Number of 'misses'.
T : Pulse length when CRT spot crosses centre of bubble. MAX
T : Average pulse length.
T cut : Minimum pulse length accepted by Polly software.

V

W
z

a
b
d

g
k
m

r
s
t

u

Voltage.
Average track width (-vT).
Discriminator level.
Minimum resolution distance.
Bubble density.

exp ( — Q/jiy*)
Filter dependent constant (= 1.25/tsec). 
Time delay introduced by filter.
JcoT
T*

Standard deviation of bubble

Time.
Standard deviation of Gaussian output pulse from



filter, for a Gaussian input pulse of standard 
deviation, r.

v : Velocity of. spot image on film.
\ j j : Frequency.

: CRT spot standard deviation.

: Bubble standard deviation. ;o

Track (1) (2) (3)
KINEMATICS PROGRAMME BUBBLE DENSITY 1.55 1.78 2.18

POLLY BUBBLE DENSITY (CORRECTED) 1.55 1.59 2.07
POLLY BUBBLE DENSITY (UNCORRECTED) 1.55 1.45 1.67
MICROSCOPE GAP COUNT BUBBLE DENSITY 1.55 1.9 2.14

(1) Beam Track
(2) Secondary track 
(5) Secondary track
The ionisations are in each case normalised to a beam track 
bubble density of 1.55,which was the KINEMATICS programme

estimate.

TABLE 7.1
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Figure Captions
7*1 Density of silver grains across image of two bubbles 

on film,
7.2 Histogram showing the distribution of bubble radii 

along a beam track,
7.3 Bubble centre separations, obtained from the samb 

data as figure 7.2. N(x) is the number of separations 
greater than *x*.

7.4 Diagrammatic representation of a cluster of unresolved 
bubbles used in the derivation of equation 7.33.

7.5 Comparison of predicted photomultiplier output (after 
passing through filter) from equations' 7.10 (solid 
line) and 7.14 (crosses),

7.6 Lacunarity plotted against average track width for 
data points corresponding to six C.H.T focus currents. 
The straight lines are visual fits to the data points. 
In the case of the corrected points, shown as crosses, 
points corresponding to low average track widths
are not included in the fits (see Chapter VII, section 
7)

7.7 Effect of phosphor rise and fall time on filtered 
photomultiplier output pulse.

7.8 Correction to average pulse length, due to low pulse 
cut-off.

7.9 As 7,8, but showing cluster formation correction,
7.10 As 7.8, but showing correction for non-uniformity 

of bubble sizes. The * error bars* correspond to the 
uncertainty in the spread of radii along a track.

7.11 Scatter plot of lacunarity against average track 
width* This shows all the data points from fig, 7.6,

except those for which the CRT focus current ==4,25 Units,
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Appendix

Dalitz Plot and Angular Distribution 
The transition amplitude from an initial state of pTT't*TT'~ 

spin to a final state of proton spin |l/2,ms >̂
. T
'T'xtns say' can be derived by considering the two-step decay:

N *  ---- > A++(ii30n-" (A.i)
A +”0 « t ) “ > pTT+ (A. 2)

and the isospin related processes^

N * > A° (im)TT+ U*1')
A°(l234)-» pTT” (A.2')

The orbital angular momentum for the decay of an of

spin-parity via A(1236)TT is, for a parity conserving
decay, given in the table below.

J p Possible Decay Angular Momenta
l/2+ 1

3/2 “ 0,2

5/2 + 1,3

For J —  3/2 and 5/2 , it is assumed in the analysis 
that the lower angular momentum is dominant in the decay.

For the decay of the A(1236) via pTT, ■= 1 is the
only orbital angular momentum state possible for the p - IT 
system after decay. For decay (1), the appropriate decay 

factors are of the form:
C (TVi t|vna '/"(M) |̂ |

where .m*) is the orbital angular momentum of A (1256) -7T
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¥system after decay of N I = ,\- m^) is the z-coraponent of

spin of A(1236): p is the A (1236) momentum in the p/T rr
icentre-of-mass system, and Jp | is an angular momentum 

barrier factor for the decay of the N*; ( 9,0 ) are the 

angles describing the A(1236) line of flight direction in 
the N centre-of-raass (see figure 3.10).

For decay (2), we have factors of the form:

I '
C <% '/2 n> |mj mji,)  (y j

where (v/ith m - m^ - m^) is orbital angular
momentum of p - TT system after decay of A  (1236). ( 9 ' , $ ' ' )  

are the angles describing the proton line of flight direction 

in the A (1236) centre-of-mass (see figure 3.10). B W ( A ) 
is the form of Breit-Wigner (from refs. 3.10 and 3.11) 

appropriate for the decay of A (1236).
The Breit-Wigner function for the decay of the A in the 

analysis is:
j E 0r(E) (£*-£*) i (EBri(E))V'1'

_ (e1- e;T+ (e„ P(e))1- (e* -  e?)'+ E„r(e))\
where B ^energy of in ( A : 0  centre-of-mass system

Cĵ ■= momentum of proton in A>(1236) centre-of-mass system 

The energy dependence for the width:

nfE) = r f^f*1
P (E ' ‘o U J  E  ( o . K  +  f ) *

is the empirical form (reference 3*10). The mass and width
for the A(1236) were taken as EQ= 1.236 GeV^ ~  .12-GeV.

For the N*(1470) terras included in the highest pTTTTraass
«■*>

interval, a simple Breit-Wigner of mass 1.4 GeV/c'” and 
width 100 M e V / c 1 .was employed. The mass value was based on

BW ^ /*r
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the data in reference 3.12, rather than on phase shift 
values which tend to indicate a higher mass. Since we used 
a simple Breit-Wigner for the Roper resonance, the mass 
values from production experiments (as reference 3*12) are 
more appropriate here than phase shift values.

The relation between processes (1,2) and (1*,2») are 
obtained from the isospin Glebsch-Gordan coefficients for 
the processes: (/ f \  ^ —  J — pTT^

\ A  1/3 ^ pit”
N (T-V2 t 3= ‘/i)" -> rr+ A° P *

'/& 0  A ? r ~ ^  n n
o 4,probability of decay via 7T 1

giving the ratio   -r ~ ----
probability of decay via /I TT 9

A  -The transition amplitude via a IT (where q is the charge

of the /\(1236)) can be written:

s -"V *■« .
* 1̂  T ^ A i A b v O A  ^

The overall transition amplitude from an initial N state 

of spin J is:

~C,= A0”)" t A a°>¥and the amplitude expression,summing over N spin states,is

V ,  =  Z R t ^
where the R T are real numbers,the square of which represent J iKthe relative proportion of different K spin states,and the

0j are the relative phases.
The Dalitz Plot intensity expression in this case is:

X  =  T  2 . ! A w  J  + s ( a )XYflS
where we average over the initial proton helicity and sum
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over the final proton spin z-component râ . The constant S ' 

represents the non-interfering three body phase space decay, 
which gives a uniform Dalitz plot density.

Pitting the intensity expression to the data was carried 

out by maximising the log likelihood function;

LfRj tf>) =  I. Log, A X A  T N
with respect to the sets of variables R and c/ . I is the 
intensity expression A.3) evaluated for the *i* event.
N is a normalisation factor, obtained by phase space 
integration of the intensity expression using the programme 
POWL (ref. 2L.1Q). Por the pTT^TT spin values which were fitted 
to the data (JP= 1 / 2  t 3/2 , 5/2+ ), there correspond five 
parameters (one of the relative phase factors can be 
arbitrarily fixed). Maximising the function L with respect 
to these parameters was performed by the programme MINUIT

(ref. 2*9)-


